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Introduction

The management guidelines are divided into three parts.

Fart I contains a number of ,questions which site staff Ought

to try to answer when establishing or while operating a

computer- .based education (CB2) site. Each question is:,

fcllowed by a brief commentary. Part LI contains sugges-

tions for selecting and training the-staff of a site. In

order to keep the commentary to the questions in part I

trief, detailed Aisaussions Of some topicS ha -v been ,placed

in, -part III of these-guidelines: -Bart Til also-contains

recommendations and suggestions- about topics -not introduced-

in ,parts I and= II. FOr subcincteitts some terminology common

to CBE it used without-previously defining the terms.

The aUthbe suggests that 41-administrative stiff

responsible for the ('proposed) Site read those sections _of

the guidelines which are relevant to their Situation', return

to part =I to answer the questions f6r their project or

orgamiation, then compare their answers to those of cther

administrators. The commentary following most of the

quettions should help in forMulating

A critical incident study was completed- as a prerequi-

site fOr preparing theSe Auidelines (Steinberg, 1977)3.

References tb- the- individual cases im that study are given.

impointed brackets, "CD".

The questions in the following section are arranged

roughly from general to specific. As can be seen from the
,

table of contents, the second tall of part I relates only to-

Sites wishing to use-the PLATO system as an instructional

medium.

iv
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In order to provide specific detailed advice and

examples, this document frequently refers to features and

situations found On "the PLATO IV system (Lyman, 1977, Wood

1975). Nevertheless, most of the suggeStions.provided apply

equally well to otherCBE systems which, offer the author

great flexibility in designing courseware.

The staff members of the Military Training.Centers (MTC)

Group and the PLATO Educational Evaluation and Research (PEER)

Grdup, contributors to these guidelines, have gained much of

their experience through working with CBE developments

withinthe- militar. In addition, the :Stair have-ail

had experience with Civilian, academic, or industrial CBE

implementations. Imseneral, we have found classification

in terms,of site objectives, cognitive level taught, etc.

more, useful than classificationhi-Military and non

Therefore, situations specific to military users

are noted throughout the guidelines rather than in a

separate section.
1



PART I--FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES IN PLANNING A CBE SITE
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SITE OBJtCTIVES

To what agencies, offices, and organizations does the

CBE group report? What objectives do these people- -

have for CBE?

This is a very important consideration for the future

of a.site, additional funding, etc. One cannot simply read

the charge or charter given to the CBE staff and assume the

goals stated there are complete or accurate. In fact, they

haVe often been found to be unrealistic or hastily-written.

For example, one reason for implementing CBE May be to: gain

recognition and enhanced public relations. Although this

goal wi,N14mecessitate high .publi=c visibility, the

"official" objectives-might e.efer only to educational uses

and purposes.

In many cases it is imperative as a first step to bring

the organizational expectations tor CBE into line with

replity, gently, so that no-one loses interest or respect

for the abilities and'opportunities of the CBE systeiii.

To what extent do the various administrators and

agencies supervising the, site agree on the objectives?

Disagreements on philosophies of education, orientation

towards' operational training vs. research, etc. have Seriously

hampered effortS at several sites (Himwich, 1977). Do not

opt for a middle-of-the-road position just to satisfy people- -

it is often untenable. For example, the-"operational

10
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-teaching vs. research" issue is basic and cannot be resolved

simply by allocating manpower .within a single project. (e.g.-,

two staff members for research, four staff memberS for

instnuction). The diVide-and-appease strategy may work when

several projects are available, but the constraints of

research are _nearly always in opposition to those for

teaching-.

Lastly, don't assume that because you have assembled

everyone in a .room, gotten their consensus, and even signed

documents to that effect, that your job A:5- now over. While

.such a step is important, it is generally taken early in a

site's hiStory, teforez.impressions have developed. It

necessary to keep in touch with everyone (especially non-

project staff) to maintain their support and cooperation%

Does the impl'ementa'tion _of CBE at the site Satisfy a

single purpose (i.e., the fulfillment of a project

commitment) or multiple purposes (i.e., general sup-

port of its parent organization)?

These guidelines distinguish between single purpose and

multiple purpose site and the suggestions- appropriate to

each at several points later in the text. Typically a

single- purpose or direct - support site has a definite,

limited staff engaged in fUlfilling a research or develop-

ment contract of a fixed length and foe a limited audience.

In contrast,- a general-support site exists as a learning

resource- Tt lust attract authors to write lessons, but can

seldom -pay them or exert much control over their product Or

process. This type of site acts as a utility, diStributing

resources and services to a roughly-defined group of users.

11
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Now, let us consider the Atwers to the question.

Direct-support only. In this case the objectives and

management are.relatiyely straightforward- CBE users have

only a tingle objective and the site has only one way_it cam

succeed. For example, a course- director given two years,

a staff of Tour and ten. terffiinals to see if CBE could be cost-

effectiVe in ari inventory control course mould set up -a

' direct-support site.

GeneralSupport only. A' CBE site organized to =provide

general support to many small projects and to-a dive- 'se set

of users and pUrposet is terMed, a general-tupport Site. For

example, a department Or stho61 whith has 2b° terminals and_

hires some trainers, consultants, and clatsroom proctors so

that its_instructors tan try out CBE and use it in their

classes would set up a site of this kind.

At a general- support site, it imperative to-establish

and examine the objectives of the site carefully: ,CBE

t,erminalS have sometimes become a solution in 'search of as

problem- 'Converting general ideas about possible benefits

of CEF into a half-dozen or fewer specific objectives for a

site is an appropriate way- to start. "Reviewing these

Objectives every three or six Months can help-channel CBE

resources into the. most _promising developments.

Toth. If the answer is-"both," :relative priorities must

ne established early to avoid. conflicts. General-support

tasks can-easily fall to the project staff, excessively bur -

dening them with unanticipated and unwanted jobs.

12
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Objectives Tor a General - support Site

-7**44*****w***************I*******4*******4**,***************w

;,Man'agers -of directsqpport Sites may wah to read, but.

,nat answer, the questions

**4************,*********-44*****************w**wk************

To, you already-taveliental 'Will the first task beg

to generate interest?

Some people gin tear the keySet out, of your hands to get-

to use 'CBE. They can see its potential and how they can

use They are Wirliffg to -spend the time to learn what

the'need to dcy to apply-CBE in their work. Other people

Are busy, c-Autiolis, and skeptical. They have seen "too may

educational innovations come and -0: Often, after two to

four years they will 'accept and emtraCe CBE--after they have

Seen materials in their field teach their students, for

example. Short -term- projects and innovations are trouble-

zoMeEcompany. Deep-rooted commitment develops

What are criteria for apportioning terminals, staff"

time-, etc. tetween types of users, e.g., instructors

vs. students, research vs. instruction, organizational

use vs. private use (income tax, games), and groups

within one user type: chemistry students vs. biology

students.

Example situation. An instructor or his department

13



reserves time for students to take lessons assigned for a

class. After a few weeks, half or fewer of the student8 are

-USit* the, CBE classroom at the reserved- time. Many have
L

found; it-more convenient to work late'dt night during

times, others can, be presumed to be letting

th'e'- r= assignments "s -lip," and there may be some dropouts.

RrOblem: the CBE classroom is reserved, but the terminals

are now under-utilized. itto can use the classroom, under

what conditions, and:hOw can scheduled students be

protected?'

Another example. The psychology- department requests use

cif termimals, not for teaching or research, but for access

to recreational lesSons. They- normally _pay "volunteers" and

wish to use CBE games as .a reward' for participation in their

experiments. Can they ruse "CBE this way or does this create

a -double standard? Why can't the history department

schedule recreational use for their.students and staff?

How focused and structured will the project be? Will

it offer a service to all qualified to -use CBE? Can

stud'ent8 not enrolled in a course use the computer?

Can any staff Member, use it as s/he sees fit or will

only designated staff work towards limited goals use

C=BE? CBE projects requAre_approval?

Will on -site programming consultation services te

provided? Can a user expect to -have programming done

by a programmer?

14
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If you. wish to attract new users, or if you ;can't

:provide much-released time for pOtenttal authors, the

-presence of a friendly programMer may mean the difference

between moderate and Miniscule leSsdh developMent, In factT

,depending on the charadteriStics of the ekpectedi lesson

developers, it may be unreasonable to invest only- in

hardware and/or computer services without also including

funding for support staff<3111:4>.' is the number

of a case froth the critical incident liSt (Steinbergi197V%

What amount of - resources -can be expended towards

cheap, but-non-objeCtive-fulfiiling uses?

A typical situation: at a site trying to improve the

training- of electronic* techhicians, the instructors from

the medical group at the school find there are lessons

available which they would like their students to work

through. Other than good will, the medical usage won't help

the evaluation of the electronics course. What do you db?

Because of the vast courseware available on the PLATO

system, this problem arises frequently. -Furthermore, earl_y

tn a project, when few locally-written lessons are available,

the terminals are generally under-utilized, making refusal

difficult. If permission is given to use terminals,

instructors begin to depend on the PLATO lessons and are

indignant when they can no longer use them because the-time

and terminals are reserved for other lessons and students

<2A3.1>. Acceding to such requests consumes more than

terminal resources. Typically disk space for routers,

courses, and comment files is needed. Because the "out-

siders" are unfamiliar with operating the system, additional
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time mutt-be spent setting Lip the routers and teaching them

how to enter a-class roster and monitor student progress.

Much 'good ,will is-earned and ofteO heW and zuccessful

projects get started from such informal :beginnings, but it

also happens that these efforts have drained talent and

resources from a struggling site. The key is to identify

those services which can be proVided with the I6West

consumption of scarce resources and which will generate

good will in the most promising -places.

Objectives for a 'CBE Project.

.(The following questions related to- Project goals

should te asked of EACH, potential general-support user.)

'Why is -CBE being 1Mplemented?

The :general answer to this question comes in two tarns.:

-'!We think we can-0 better if we have:GAE"'-Or -"We have

some problems which- we think-CBE might solve." Both are

reasonable answers, but the latter suggeSts some additional

advantages. In Order to justify the use of VIE in the

first case,, one must find unambiguout measures of "better"'

arid then appraise the value of the improvement. For' example,

how much is it Worth to increase the final. test score of

commercial "Pilots from 80% to 90%? Or how-much is it worth

to decrease dropouts' by 10% and increase course attitudes to

half a 'standard deviation above the school average?' There

it the also the prObIeM that if VIE is declared -better,

'someone else- is implicitly deterMined to be poorer.

The questions aboVe are relevant but have a 'different

16
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perspective whenever CBE is' introduced because someone has

identified prohlems. such as unacceptably low performance oh

-at final test or a high dropout rate related to poor student

.attitudes-. When CBE is introduced under these conditions,

it is probable that other methods have been trie6.5hd'found

imaufficient' hehce any solution- is likely to:'be-welcomed by

all. EurthermOre, the introduction Of CBE terminals is less

likely to be interpreted as a threat or an. insult to. the

teaching abilities of the cdrrent staff.

In what domain do you expect CBF to shoW' an edyahtage?

ReduCed,time_and costs. When :and if accomplished, this

is one of the, most easily-justified .reasons for implementing

CBF. ,One of the most difficult tasks in Performing a coMpar-1

iaon of ,Costsfor .CBE,andother media is- the determination

of the costs, for the alternatives. The costs for developing

and delivering material -s- via conventional media have a

tendency to zet "built into the system" :and hende may`, be

overlooked. For example, photocopying charges may get moved

from the training budget to the administrative budget or

costs for transpOrtingstudehts to an instructional center

may come from the travel budget rather =than the training

budget. It is possible, however, that agiven CBE implemen-

tatiom may eliminate certain of these costs, 'thus enhancing

its cost - effectiveness. To ,become aware of such areas of

savings, one must diligently search- out all cost items for

the conventional instruction. Saving time (and thus money)

often means shortened training and' reduced staff. Unless

the time and staff can be used elsewhere, there is no real

saving:.



'ff3E-cotts are also diffic,Olt to calculate .since atilOrtia-

tion:pertodt_fer courseware developMent and 'hardware are not.
...

,t_taridardied. Turttermoreen nevde-N'eloOment ins odeurritg

it is difficult to accurately- a00Ortion the-effort-directed

towards :maintenance to that a,trde-"operational" cost can be

determined,. Ifa-CBE site is new, it is hard: to estimate !low_

4-lucK-Of the initial, training and set -up coStt, are onetime

-charges that -thoOld be treated-differently than -other'

recurring, costt.

Becadte the measure Tents of ,costs and-Sayin gs-are -

complicated, a special- effort-beginning at the .inception Of

_the project, should be made to gather,-xecOr&, and _analyze

Ott-data.

Enhanced ttudentAJerforMande. 'Enhanced'Performande

includes troader student_ skills, 'hi-gher prOftaienty level's,

Or-higher cognitiVe Measuring an improvemett in

_student performance -requiret,a-valid-Measurement instriament.

In many -cases this Might be a standardized- test of achIeVe-;

-Merit. In ,Others, it might be a= ,criterion- such as the pTeent,-

age 'of student,pasting the bar exaMi_ the proportion

admitted to a college, medidal or graduate school, or the

tuMber of.mechatica or realtors receiving :certification on

their first attempt. 'In cases where an accepted 'flyardstiO_V__

ia not avaiiatle, a considerable effort may be required to

generate and-validate apPrOptate measures..

Attitudet and. motivation,. ImprOvement of attitude and

Motivation are Often expected t' accompany innovations. How=

_ eyer, unless poor attitudes and motivation have teen Obterved

and ,blamed for other problems, "happier" students and staff

'are not necessarily viewed by adMinittratort as ah asset

worth increased costs.

(questionnaires -and rating formt are the most popular



maYrofneasuring attitude, but tangible actions are probably

-more convincing' indicatorS ;(e.g., the fraction of students

taking .another course in the subject, the.,nuMber-chooSing

a.tareer in the field, the attendance -record Or the voluntary

dropout,:rate).

New;.serVice8, The opportunity to take advantage -of

:new-,serSidces- not available .previously. is' frequently cited

as 4 reason to acquire -CBE- service-: For ekample, it may

he impossible- to -offer realistic simulations without

facility, .Although this reason is valid,, it Usually'haST

anOre fundamental base, in 'one of the other reasons tited

aboVe,,,4,g,,, to enhance student perforplance-:by_ providing,

(,simulated) experience requiringAigher cognitive

such as analysis, synthesis, and decision=naking,

PieseaCCh:, PLATO -services .prOvide-trenendOuS-o0portun=

ities_ for reSearch.-the availabilitY of vast-XindSand,

quantities-Of student perfOrmance data firiety=:tuned

educational research to be= carried Out, The flexibility of

the computer andterninal allOwS inVestigations ofbUtan,

psychology to be qUidkly set up, implemented, analYied, and

dismantled. Pather than reworking hardWare to adjust tining,

iMages, or control of the exnerinent, tbe experimenter-can

,nerely modify programming. The standard terminal p'eripheral's

are sUffiCient for .many experinentsand-the terminal's

ability to control other devices extends .its fleicibiiity

putting all the directionS on the computer, the ekperimenter

-can eliminate subtledifferenceS in-the directions given to

variobs groups. Directions can- be precisely controlled over

a long _period of time- despite, changes in staff, etc.

General Considerations. Maw worthwhile ,goals cannot

be measured immediately: ease of updating knowledge,

suedeSs in hom-classroom_situations), TeVertheless, they

shodld not bt eliminated from the-list of reasOns, for
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acquiring CBE services..

frequeiitly-overlooked pdint is- that CBE per _se

cannot fulfill theohjectives for its implementation listed

abbiie. That isf simply = writing- and7br using -ZBE leSSons

wild not automatically improve attitude, -perforthance,

-retention, or offer the other advantages available.- CBE

services offer a MediUM-through,wh-ich such advantages may

be realized--not a guarantee that they will be- simply
`beCaUse cpE 1s-being used. If studentS using;CBE lessons

haVe shown higher retention, it is:because teaching Strat=

which prOVide hign,retention_haVe been= used. Because._

many of these strategies- .require a-CAE-Systemsuch as-the

PLATO-System to,handle their -complexity, -people have erron..-

equSly attributed he effectS to the System rather- than to

the effedtS_achievable Via the system, This misunderstanding,

-has_led some sites and prOjects to "write some lesson8 and

measure how they are better"-,-a path-primed fOr failure.

Since cost-effectivenessalWays -seems to. be an issue

bf foremost importance, we- have prepared a list of uses

for-CBE-which are potentially cost- effective. Naturally,

nany fadtorS determine, the actual cost- effectiveness of any

endeavor, bUt the .uses suggested have Shown, or suggeSt

b-igher=than --averagepotentAal. The 14st Is found- in at
tir _ois these guidelines-.

How will cost-effectiveness be measured?

This odestion cannot be answered until the definition

for cost-effectiveness is ,broken down and clarified. If

the site or project must show Cost-effectiveneSs, must all

parts of it be cost=effedtive? That is, can some research

20



or_service efforts 'be -carried- at a_lossteeause of their

Overall beneficial haturd For example, consider a site

whiCh, is nearly "breaking even" and is also' supplying- free

Statistical and Computational serviceS to-departmental and

azency staff. Even if the- users = -of the statistical packages

cannot 'be made to. pay- far .the service, perhaps the value of

the service laebvided- to theM Can= be- eedkoned,:and-silbtradted

from the expenses- of the site- It also May lb&_peadtiCal to-'-
---

show that Some-geoUps or operations- are cost=effective,

though hOt -all are.

-1-second- cOnsideritioh-eevolves,aeound-thetithe-period-

Tem which_cost-effectivenes8 is ,calculated. If one includes

.courseware developMent colts, the aMort...tation :period- is

important. Also one must consider -whether courseware deVel=

opmeht costs-for CBE lessons Should 1pe-meaSured against

courseware 'development costs for traditi'ohaI media.-tf a-

new CourSe has been-written to incorporate CBE lessons,

-one -must measure cost - effectiveness= in terms of-the costs

for eeplaOhg,the CBE materials With Convention,a1 instruction.

A third consideration is Whether cost-effectiVeneSs

-must te,demonstratecr,while-the terminals aee.undee=utiliZed,

For example; consider a course which saves $169/student for

100StudentS/year. If the cpE terminals are in use 1/3 of

the time for that course and! cost $2O.,000/yeae, one has two

ways to Calculate cost=effectimehess. Assuming fewer terminal's:

cannot service the class, one can- ,point CIt that costs.

exceed savings -by. $iO;,000 /year. On the Other tend, extra0-

olation of the costs and sailngS to full utilization of all

terminals indicates- a savings of 9:10,000/year,

What features of the CBE system do you intefid to use?
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This question is :discussed: ,thore thoroughly in part III,

'"Why Use a CBE System Like PLATO ?" That, discussion suggests

that using only a' single feature of the PLATO system may= not

be justified: less sophisticated devices may provide-more

.cost7effectie domputatior power or geaphie terminals or

large networks. Use of a system like the-PLATO system is

eSpecially justifiable when several such features are needed

together and/or when the exact nature of the tatk cannot be

pre=tpecified. For 'example, ff one knows the best way to

teach bookkeeping, one maybe able te choose- a CBE syttem

(or other medium) -which just meets the needs of the training

ar-d -provides no extra capabilities,

What is the- nature, of the project effort?

This question- is important TOr.deording the number - :of

terminals, choosing the staffi, tind planntng the- tAterail

goa-ls-foe -a;prOjebt.

Indirectly'insteubtional. -This would- include-eiperi-7;

menting with hardware and- software-; dSinFt_PLATO rotefies

and Communications ,network for surveys, employing.

lessons -and paokageS for graphic, electronic, andnechanidal

design- or statistical routines; or studying CBE as a'cohputer

science- subtopic. These uses require few terminals and

litt1.0, coordination; -only a than-support staff would be

-needed, th most cases.

Instructional research. A research effort would require

hbderate ahounts oflestordesim little effort devoted-

toward- establishing and operating a clasSroOmi and -high

emphasis on collecting and analyzing data. At leaSt one:

perSon with high= programming proficiency modl& be required:-
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OperatioTigl_teaching/training. The major emphatis here

would he toward efficient productiom of high quality: meter-

ials. A curriculum designer aryl the lesson =designers would'

form any important part of the staff. Liaison with students

and instructors requires appropriate personality character-

istics within_the staff.. The goals of ]ow- maintenance, easily -

proctored lestons and standardized classroom procedures dis-

tinguish this frow other types of use.

What iF the magnitude of the project effort? What is

the total number of hours of material to be prepared?

What is the total quantity of huMan resources available?

Thete are important =questions- whose answers Must be

=compared .to tee iT the resources match- the task.- In-Many

dates ,peolestti planners have failed to alaulate 'the rate

arproduatian required to -meet the stated goalt- In- othe

cases-they have developed:Mote MaterialS than- the site's-

terminals Oan,deliver. They failed-o calculate the avail,-

able terminal hourt per week and compare that to the ciats

size 21A:3;_41,4.>: Directions far: appropriate

planning: Calculations and obtaining estimates. of -expeotd,

-values =are given- in- part III. of these guidelines..

How important is it that the products (lessons, service

routines, packages) from the project be used at other

sites

Although- widespread usage is often a good, objective

23
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indiCatiom,,of the general value- Of a-series-of instructional

materials, it is difficult to force. When:the materials are
u

Welq?writtenand effedtive, users may flock around withdut

encouragement from the developers. Jiowever, taking -steps to

-guarantee that materials mill -gain rapid aCceptance in

=several institutions may be _counterproductive. 'Generally,

order to promote acceptability, the,proposed-dourSeWare

is planned, outlined, and critiqUed by a committee of

TropoSed =users. Finding forMats andiittrategies 'Which are

widely acceptable may result in wringing the "life"-,out of

the instruction. On the other-hand, ignoring _committee

=recommendations .may limit the number of users: InsuMmary,

widespread use of lessons is 6- worthwhile goai which tGy

sometimes best -be pursued. indirectly,. -Efforts to produce
_..._ --

high-quality lessons which .are easy to- and. which are

midely:knoWh through seminars, broChUres,_ etc. maybe more
. -

effective than efforts to -create a product acceptable to all

potential users' and 'compatible with their ideas.

A freqUently-ignored' issue is- that a- project or site

-evaluation is necessary whether or 'not research quest -ions

are being answered. Also, the-evaluation Must be planned as

the project is being imitiated,_,Mot as it nears the end

<4- A2_.1, 4A2-.5>, Below -are .examples of issues to be negoti

ated-and questiOns to be answered during theAhitiation of a

project or site-.
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SITE/RROJECT EVALUATION-

(A site manager reading this section should substitute

the word. "site" for eye occurrence Of "project".)

For the project to suev1ve and thrive, who MUST be

,pleased? Who else SHOULD be pleased, if possible?

For e'ech of them, what will constitute a satisfactory

project?

The general categories here are: the level above the

project (sponsor, supervisor); the project level (colleague,

instructor), and .the level served by the project (client,

studerit)., This question might be restated as '"What- are the

current problems of each CBF-related group?" and Scrutinizing

those problems= which OBE-might alleviate or- exacerbate-

AdMiniStrator, In Order to fund-CBE, a president Or

board -;of directors-or sponsor might have to be shOwn one-or

more of the f011oWing indicatiOns of wsucceSs":

-(a) Cost -savings,

(b) total dropout/fail -rate cut in- half at a-cost of

less -than $500 per student_retained,

(c) -overt evidence of -strong-acceptance by instructors

(CBE- related- publications, requests for tranSferS,

OBE time and/or terminals)_, prObablY accompanied =by

media-coverage,

(d) "remarkable" improvements. in studeht-attitudei,

.attendance, enrollMent or perforMance.

Instructor- Most instructors -Would he satisfied if

their total WorklOads- were decreased or if their' students

25
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showed heightened interest. Instructors yould 'be happier if

.grad =ing, test preparation, paperwork, and remedial teaching

mere recuced,, giOng- them more time for =cIasswork,.. They may

fOr losing their job to CBE, particUlariY then "cost Sayings"

are Mei-it:jailed. 'Lastly, they want to feel that they are an

essential Part of the instructional rocess,

Students. StudentS would be pleased to do "something

different,"- spend- leSs time on. "busy wortc,". and -work at

their own rate. Some would like to- learn to program and

others 'would= to play games.. They don't want to have-tó

learn= another skill (Using the -CBE system) \-im order to learn

the :course _material. Unfortunately, some may- dislike-the

:thoroughness and_ attentiveness vhith- are reIOAred in order

to complete a CBE lesson- =they can't sleep-in class. -Students

enjoy- the ability- to make _Mistakes privately, the immediate

feedback supplied ty :CBE, and-the Teat ghat they control the

Speed of presentation.

'"""''t Whose responsibility is it to see- that pro.ject goals

are realized?

Experience has shown that even when sites have carefully

',considered and chosen objectives early in the project, they

have sometimes failed- to see them: met because- (a-) the objec-

tives are never discussed with and stipported by the project

staff, ,(t) because progress towards meeting long-term goa.is

is seldom checked by management, or (c -) because responsibility

for meeting certain objectives is not assigned to 'anyone.

An example of the last problem is that at one site it was

generally agreed that "enlisting instructor support" for CBE

waS critical to the attainment of project success. The

4
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executive manager Telt that the task I./quid be done by-'the

manager, the manager felt that the the task could .best be

done by his, staff, and the staff felt that liaison was the

manager's role. The. circular lOgic was discovered when the

traditional Staff exhibited resistance to, viewing or using.

tBE lessons. Though the CBE project had ,been set up to

solve- a widely-recogni2ed training problem, the traditional

staff-was unaware of the project's goals. They perceiyed-

the ,CBE staff as an 'outside, "group who' thought they could

bring in a machine and, without working with the current

tea-Ching staff, do a better job..

1)oes.the project have a-definite' end- or re- evaluation

point?' At what points in the project are eval=uations

of success/failure going to be lade?

Failure to .realize thlkearly, every project

potential ending points -can be UnfOr'tunate- Furthermore, it

is essential ,realize that most-gO/no-go-decisiOnS will be-

-made prior to the-actuai ending date -or contractiperiod,

thus the extra effort needed to prepare an: interims report Of-

successes and- achievements- may be as far more effedtive

investment than effort devoted toward writing a final report

,once all the data-"has been collected <3B5.1>.

If hardware delivery, courseware production, or student

usage goals cannot be completely met, can a reasonable

evaluation be made?
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Although optimisth is important, it is only prudent to

'consider and prepare for potential Problems. In a sense:,

these guidelines are a detailing of potential problems for a

site or project; the 'section "Contingency Planning" in part

of these guidelines lists specifically some predictable

problems and options. A report edit-ed' by Steinberg (1977)

examines over 100 incidents in the evolution of'PLATO projectS.

By learning about possible difficulties, a site Manager can

take steps to protect and stabilize a site.

14111the evaluation assess- the attainment of a pre.-

eSt'a-blished_goal or involve a comparison with an

dkiStingtourse Or program?

This, is a basic question that determines the Character

of the project and the evaluation. A\ description, of the

pros and cons for each tyPe of evaluation is presented in a

chapter in part III.. Briefly, it is extremely difficult

to avoid -comparisons with other teaching media and techniques

even if the formal evaluation does not require it

What, dimensiOnS- will the evaluatton examine?

-Because prOject objectives vary so- widely, this _section

can provide only suggestions about what might be measured

and a few- warningS about commonly- overlooked -items. The

suggestions. below should be regarded as a "shopping list"

fromvhich to select measures important for the objectives-

of the project.
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Quantity .of use

Contact hours (The PLATO system automatically

records hour -s /terminal, hours /site, and

hours /user, but it doesn't distinguish

betWeen 'recreational and instructional

lessons.`)

Cost'

Number of students or users

Number of instructional staff involved

Production (.Are training Costs included in

development costs ?, IT-sor costs

tathetliighir4ti4iy. If Jiat, an apOtb-

ptiate amortization- rate- must,bechosem.)
Delivery (1,f development is going -on SiMUltanouSly,

it is -difficult to apportOm costs between

theSe two activities.

General (When Considering Costs, .add-overhead -of

tetirementi fringe benefits,,_ space;- etc.

AS noted elsewhere., the manner of repotting

Costs is important. In-one case the costS

for deVeldpimg PLATO-materials was 41 tines

tighet than for conventional material-S., but

the number' of users attracted to the PLATO

,materiaIsmas-9 times More. ):

Value of new- services (-Evem if :no one will diteatly

pay for using the CBE Sys teM- to help do.engineering

IhOmework probleMsr,end-of=counse ,grade aV-enagin,

and statistical _processing, the value of thOge

services' can- be -estimated.).

29
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**iiii!**41!**#******4-40).t**iclt*4*******,****A!**11********S******

* the objeCtivtt of t .project 'or -site are instructional,*

4 some of'tht foii6Wing measurements may be releVant.
444444444444444444I444.4444******4444_4444444444******4444:4444

.Student performance and attitude

Consider using these: scores on standard tests,

class grades-, attitude ratings._ pass/fall ratios,

absenteeituri attendende at voluntary- sessions,

letton completion times{, tett completion times,

error rates .in_ letsOns, use- of telftests and

voluntary review-, extra: practice prObltM dOtie,

retention Of- training, number who take follow-up

Courses, number im current course- who enrolled

_based on-reCOmMehdation :prior students-.

'Quantity-of JeSSOm'production

Hourt, on =lane averages- pr repladed, hoUrs,they'be

Measured- CA complication: how can routers,

coMputer-managed, instruction (CMI') routines, or

packages-for ci -rcuit design, ttatistids,_'etc. be

inclUdedT They have no "completion, time.")

Non - terminal timetavings :(reduced hoMtwork

reported by atydents, redOced test -preparatiomtnd

grading rePOrted by staff, etc,.) may be recorded.

Quality of lessohs

At least #ive-dIPferent-measures re-possible:

use by . others (number of users; amount of use);

eolieague opinion (formally or informally assessed);

student Opinion (questionnaires, on-line comments,

the number who take follow -u0-courses); student

interaction -data (trror rates, proportion- and type

of unanticipated responses, requests fOr

fraCtiom of questions answered correctly on first
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etteMptI; and the-need- for proctoring (nUMber of

Students one, proctor can handleI,

!Note; Many Of the suggestecievaluation variableS,were

taken 'from the October 18, 197? PLATO Evaluation Note

entitled '"Some Evaluation, Variables fOr PLATO Authors,,' ty

R.. Allen Avner.

444444-4w*******A444440404444_44.4_444wkiivw***4444444***L**

if ,StUdentS-' performance' and ettitude variable's ere to 4

4 te examkned4. the following questions are relevant: *

44****k4*******-444444_44444444:44444444,4w44444*****f*****444

iinet is- the total flow-of student's? tioW many times

Will elaSSes .statAuring- the evaluation period?:

The' -flow _rates is, a critical element in deterMiming_ the

Structure of any, evaluation. It imposes am-upper limit

the number of Students who .can be included in the evaluation:

,Because forMative evaluation dbring; ieSSon deVelopMent

requires student "guinea pigs "` to test the lesSonS, the rate

at which validated lessons cahlb& produced is

the frequency of new ,classes. TecatiSe eVanation plans-may

also need- revision and refinement, courses which frequently

have neW-olasses_ forniing_ are easier to evaluate. For exam-

ple) e 1)tie-year evaluation period -may be sufficient or even

excessive in e Military training situation -where .clesSeS of

10,20 students start every two weeks. In a college or

-university setting only two or three _classes would start

during this same period-, rand a primary or- secondary school

environment would- provide only one opportunity to test the

31
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students. MO matter how, many 'students are available, a one

shot evaluation is extremely hazardouS.

What is the total impact on students in terms of num-
.

ber,of hours on CBE or the total-Traction-of training

they receive from cps!? Is the impact significant

enough to ,produce a measurable effect?

3iy,ing balf the'S'tudents in a class-a four -hoUr-CBE

lesson in themiddie-of a 16-weekcOurSe, to

produee a'meaSurabIe difference om the final test. The-

sensitive and thorough -data collection features available

via, CBE make many immediate measurements of ettectiVenesS

eaST, but iorigterM effects-of *nail or moderate-amounts of

CBE exposure may he difficult to detect.

In order to ,perceive a Measurable efTeOt on course

Variables -(dropout rate, course attitude, etc-:.)' 10% or more

-of the course =may haie-tO be taught Via CBE lessons: FOrtU-

mateIy, individual chapters, -modules, or ections of a course

C1 -2 ;hours)- can besUCCessfully evaluated if one. can examine

uncontaMinated, "micro" variables. FOr example; performance

on. several test items covered by the,CBE instruction and-

measure immediately after the instruction or within a week -

or so .may_ ,shom an effect "(if her is ome). However, it IS

lesS likely that the -same variable measured at the end' of

the semeSter'(when other studying or-sources of information

are likely to Supplement the student's knowledge) will shots=

as sbanp a -difference between treated-and Untreated groups.
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Catiyou design -a .measure Which i& fair, bUt -which it

sufficiently sensitive and specific so that student,

compensation' for good or had instruction Omit wash

Out difference

A test which asks questions related :to examples or

prohlems,giVen in a ,CBE lesson is unfair to students not

learning from CBE., But questions which are fair can also he

self-taught by extraT study.

Ifmon-CBE instruction for a topic is terrible,. CBE

instruction is excellent, and students (particularly highly-

motivated ones) khoW that they, will be rated, graded, or

selected on the basis of their knowledge about, the topid,

their motivation may cause them to compensate by ttudying

extra hard: differences between types of instruction may be

erased'.

Can ttuderitt and-instruOtors-hdThuffieiently controlled

non -CBEso- that students- in_ section really get none?'

Hysteria about being denied CBE training has- not reached

the level which medical research--must deal with, but the

free-flOw classrooms associated with_ c011ege/university

settings, combined with full review priviiege$ may lead 'to

adulterated samples when highly - motivated students feel they

are missing -out onisomething'. -Conversely:, tBE-trained

students -who felt CBE training was incomplete have been

-knowmtO study the motet and texts:of studentS from control

groups.
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Will students be compared to existing standards?

If existing -stefidards are used, the value of the CBE

lessons-Mbyhot be clear, Because CBE lessons ,are likely

tobe_reCentlY constructed:, they may teechAppics- which

standardized tests 06 not -Cover yet; becaUSe they may use

simulations techntques to teach to e_higher

Oognttive jevel than was possible previously;- old forms of

tests may n,t indiCate the greater effectiveneSs- of the

'CBE' materials.

IT one creates hew tests, how can perfOrManoe on two

,different tests be Comperee the best anSWer to this

dilemma ts to duplicate teSting, -Continue-to use old test

fo -rms for a while "to show (hopefully)- equally go4 results

:with the CBEAbaterials. Simultaneously develop neW.tests,-

show, that they measure apprOpriateiknoWledge or skills
Validate the tests), then_meaSure'the performance of

Students _receiving both= traditional and' CBE' instruotiOn,

It's a IPt of work, but the-only way out of the_dileMma.

Are standardized end -of- course tests available?

If so, and if the tests in use are valid for the project

objectives, you can save a great deal of time by not devel-

oping new tests.

Are any tests given upon entrance to the course?
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If'entranCe tests measure background and aptitude for

learning the subject, you -m4 be able to use theM-to verify-

the v-allditY-oT an evaluation. Tor example, whenAlViding

classes for wcomparative useful to :show

that both c =lasses _are ,equiv=alent: ..Uch-iileasures may aIs0,te

usef=ul for statistical control or for assessment of aptitude-

treatmeat intyractiOns.

Mill the evaluation assess the project itselP

The staff? the training? The manageMent?

Who will -carry oitt'ev_aluation:! project staff or an

outside group?
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PROJECT PLANNING

nat proportion of 'the total available terminal

hours /week- are being set aside for project use?

This question is deSigned ,to prevent overscbgduling of

terminal resources.. In ordinary circumstances, one, finds

that terminals are used about 30-40-hours per. week. At

open=use Sites such as universities an additional 20 -36

hours' Per week are logged during night and weekend periods.

Some interpretation of these numbers is needed. 'One can and

should schedule more than 30-40 hours/terminal/week, but, one

shoujd =not expect that actual terminal .use "will' be 10n of

what is scheduled. Students who finish early, students who

are absent, and classgs that ,don.ct use all available termi-

nals contribute to a "shrinkage" of the utilization rate.

The '20-30 additional hours '- cannot. ordinarily be scheduled

tecause students may ,be unwilling to take the risks of lost

data or uncertain computer availability,.

What is the basic orientation of the staff in charge

of the CBE sitEr

Three types seem to dominate: computer scientists,

educational specialists, and departmental staff. They each

have strengths and weaknesses.

Computer scientists. They master the system quickly

and they may be able to.perform maintenance, but some of

them have a predilection for disassembling equipment and/or
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connecting add-itional equipment, either of which makes

use for ord-inary, purposes more difficult.

FdUcation specialists. Their abilities with instructional

design. may he: a significant help- in producing. high quality

Ourseware, but their concerns for instructional design may

lead them to decide that only experienced designers should

be allowed to write lessons. In some cases their zeal for

evaluation will produce so many- surveys and questionnaires

that potential users will dwindle.

pepartmental staff. 'When ..a department acquire6 CBE

terminals there iS Sometimes a: endency towards unreasonable

possessiveness; no matter how underutilizedgal's
are, no one but students or staff from that department is

alloWed to use them.

At the end- of the project, who- will own or control the

-equipment: thesponsor, the principal investigator, the

department lor groUp funded-, or the :parent organization?

This iS one item that -should be answered by a careful

reading of the contract rather than by requesting an oral or

written opinion from an administrator.
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FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Will the terminals and computer equipment be insured?

Items should be inventoried so that insurance 1poiicies

:Or other protection will apply to stolen or vandalized

,eqUi0Ment.

Will a deOartment =agency or group which uses CBE be

rewarded In their -budget ,for being innovative or Charged-

for using an expensive resource to lighten their lOad?

Both of the views above seem logical: a department

should not be penalized for taking advantage of CBE, hut,

conversely, they- should be charged in some way if teaching

burdens are lightened. Perhaps the only benefits are to the

students. In any case, justifications for such administrative

dec,isions are subject to criticism from either side and

should thus be considered in advance.

Who will own lesson copyrights and collect royaItieS?

Funding Agency--It may want them-to be- free for all

users, but it can't provide maintenance or

updated. versions.

Parent Institution - -It provides office space, possibly

terminals or more.
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Department-=It may provide terminals, eleased time,

and students.

4uthor-,He may claim authoring was done in "free" or

"research" time (in academic circles, thiS is

similar to acting as a textbook author)..

-Have you prepared a complete budget?

The litt below includes sore- frequently- overlooked

ekpetiseS incurred by CBE sites.

Long distance- telephone Calls -(TrdubleshootIng

terminal problems is norMally attempted this-Way.

The large distances between-, most CBE sites

--indreaseS normal telephone usage.)-

Staff acquiSitiom (Interview trips, etc.)

ConferenceS 1Since exchange of information, is- vital in

this rapidly _changing 'field, staff members-must'

travel to conferendes.)

Consultation (Experienced CBE staff are hard to find.

A site may have to engage consultants to_provide

certain- skill& and services.)

New journals and library acquisitions

Postage and shipping for repair parts and repaIred

terminals

Above average -copier usage

Toom preparation (Lighting-, sound absorption, air

compressors and pipe, extra- electrical Tower)

Furniture (Terminal carrels, chairs-; study tables)-

Printer supplies (Paper, ribbons or ink)

Supplies for peripherals (Microfiche, audio disks,

iflustratOr Tees, filth, deVeloping, tape recorders -)

Francis- _(1_976) for estimates,
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_ENVIROI*ENT AND -PHYSICAL PLANT

___-

1Where should the' terminals be located?

,Unfortunately,, some laboratory env ironMents- are too

,hot lover 80 degre-eS too dusty, or -Contain corrosive

atmospheres. Some sites have installed telephone lines to

small classrooms, -demonstratiom rooms, _and offides, so-that

-a, few terminals:MoUnted en carts can be shared among infre-

quent users. In lighter,MOmentS, thi,3 is to as

"terminal ,a la dart."

,What is,the- Size of your proposed CBE classroom?

Pe- sure to- include- rooth for carrels, communication-

equipment, audio units or-other _periphera4, air compressor

for-MicrofiChe, -Microfiche library area, prOctor location,

and -possibly a study- area for off-line- activities.

i4hat is th-e distance to the CBF Classroom from-other

normally frequented areas lhousing-, food centers, other

Clastrooms, or libraties)T

SurPrisingly-, -one of the strongest consistent dislikeS

college and- univerSity- students have expressed about PLATO is

the distance to-the- terminals. Sever -al otherwise-promising

_military uses were discarded when it was- realized that the
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time savings achieved -by PLATO instruction would. be offset

by the tirne needed. to get tO and froth the PLATO ClaSsrOom.

'On the- other hand,, usage statistics suggest that scattered,

classrooms (_6 to 13 teemlnal's) are Often inefficient

in utilizing their terminals.

What ,physical ereangements, are planned: ,eleaening,

resource center, a-Medie aphtor or CBE classroom?

Will- there ',-beeetiaeate lecations: for authors?

Wf13 euthOrs -use terminals in-a-Sepatate rooM, or

have reServed- terminal? 'Where will: AeMes. be-held2'

Will ind-iVidualS have terminals In- their

Terminals in offices often have low use.. An authoring/

demonstration room, may be advisable so that student are not

disturbed by visitoes. Install only a few terminals so that

all are- nearly always occupied and authors Must overflOV into

the student classroom. Because it is more likely that authors,

will use "student" terminals than that students will use

"author" terminals, total terminal utilization will be maxi

mized with this arrangement. A further benefit is- that authors

will be able to observe what's happening in the classroom.

Will project staff members have their own offices?

Where in relationship, to those of other staff?

It is often valuable to give staff with part-time CBE

appointments a second office near the CBE installation in

order to encourage them to devote a fair port-ion of their
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time to CBE activities. q is a mistake to-establish a CBE

office area away from the offices of subject matter experts

and instructors working in related- topics. This tends to

Promote polarization and to increase Liaison problems.

How many hours a day-4111 terminal -access be_permitted?

-Who. Will_ maintain a schedule? Who mill-proctor the=

terminalt1 +low will access to student and- author areas

be eentrolie0

The answers 'depend on: the type :CT site and the type -of

Use-, but several peintS seem to 'find general agreement: ,(a)

it is. ineTnic-ipbt to employ authors. as prodtors, _although in

small sites (fewer than--. terminals), it may: be necessary._

Good .authors have a talent which is too- rare and costly to

warrant interrupting their,productiely with details which

could be handled by- a proctor being -paid a lesser wage; (b-)- it

Is inefTietent to- lock up -the terminals after 5:00 p.m. if

there .are Potential users for evening, hours; -(c) 'unattended,

unproctored terminals quickly -accumulate food and beverage

debris and have become targetS for vandalism i -n- a few cases.

Will study materials, tests, microfiche, etc- need to

be Checked out from a proctor or library?

These Reeds are additional considerations which may

infLuenee:J;he location and layout ef_R PLATO site. Since

Many sites have, only microfiche needs, several special

arrangements have been found to be workable. bonne sites
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which service only a limited user population (which needS-

only a..few microfiche) seal the slide selector door from the

inside -so that the microfiche can be AwManent1T left in the

terminal. When several different microfiche :are needed- at

one site, lessons may be designated to work only' at certain

terminals. Some' sites check out-microfiche from.anearby

library'. Both kinds of sites have found that theft-

,prevention procedures are needed.
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STkFF SELECTION

Ratting a birect-SuppOrt CPrOjectj Site

WiTi the staff -be-leOrtitted from inside or Outside the

organitatioh, department,; dourse, etd.? Can new -staff

be hired, or must existing staff be.rearranged?

dh- otd-er toacstture statf-expetiended-In-;GBEI ,one-

t=etleraily needs:, to look outside the .organization. flOweVer,

if the staff contains too' large-atradtion of new people,.

the. project May-be .considered- an .outsidet's venture. Some

existing staff members 44-th,humetouS, 'bt,oad-based contacts

(not 'necessarily "old-timers") should be- 061,114ed for

pUrOOSes of liaison, especially in a Project whose goals

include operational teaching- and= training 2C3.2).

Will the -CBE project haVe a separate staff or will

,most -or all of the staff hold- other/preVious department

affiliations and-suPervisorS?

There is a potential problem "collecting" the released

time Promised by departments--especially when the fraction

of released time is 25% or less. Also, if control of

assignment, recommendations for promotions, etc. is retained

by another department, there is an authority vaccuum for the

director of the CBE project. Unless the "home" departments

are strongly committed to CBE, staff Members may be rewarded

for ignoring their CBE duties in order to participate in
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AeOartffiental committees, tasks, and funetiOnS. On the- other

hand.; if ft As necessary- 't6- fund, -a OBE project with, "soft"

money, it may be possible to lure talented staff -only "by

*.dving them-:statUs and a :position with an e&tablished,_ on-

going department.

Wi1I ,authoi,s mot* full time tIr min they divide their

time with bWee teaching, Operating', or research- taSW,

This topic is discussed- in -grOter length in part

"Choosing a-staff" fu]:l tithe-may 'be tOO, much for

Some positions, such as authoring, 'but as noted elsewhere,

structured tasks &uch as teaching tend toget more than their

0.6portionate amount -Of effort coMPared to lanstruCtured-

tasks such as authoring CBE lessons. <2C'Li', 2C4.2,

2C5.1 2C5.2, 2C5.3>

For example, one half-time author who taught in higher

education attempted to -prepare lessons in the -morning and

teach classes- in the afternoon-. lie foun& that his mornings-

were punctuated by students- dropping in, meetings with

Course staff, and: "rush" job S froth his teaching tasks:

writing tests, grading lab-bookS, etc. In contrast, few

PLATO requirements were so major as to cause him to miss a

lecture- or not supervise a lab session. He summarized:

"If you don't _have, .a rectUre read -or .a test graded, you'll

,get -people Nery upset. If the PLATO lesson isn-'t finished;

you just give- a lecture instead- No one gets upset. No

1. one can say h6w long it should take to write a CBE lesson."

Will authors work independently or as part of a team?
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This queStion is discussed in part II as' well as in

Mahler, Misselt,, Schell, & Alderman (1976). Briefly, team,

structures are advised when ,a rapid start-up is heeded or

when it is not practical to teach the subject matter experts

to become CBE authors 3c4.1, 3C4.4>.

Will everyone who is trained in CBE authoring be

expected to become part of the project?

The discussion in part.ff Suggest hat irpOssibie a

tnon-prejudicial escape option ,,be provided so that people

who rare not removed-by early'Screening ProcedureScan,later

be moved to and fro. other projects, tasks, and assignments

Within and outside of the CBE project. ThiS reqUireS that

Sob desCriptiona and staff exPectationste prepared_ with

such moves in mind. Frequent withinprojedt re,raSsignMentS

haVe'been: an author :who had difficulties with TUTOR or

with instructional design becomes- a Subject matter expert;

an author with exceptional skills tecomeSia reviewer and,:

later,,an_instructional designer; a programmer with inherent

instructional design-skills becomes an author;, ,and colleague

reviewers who have learned TUTOR become authors ,C2C3.1>.

Will promotions change job descriptions and force

Staff to leave or upset the project-organization?

Particularly in the military serviced but to a degree,

in civilian employment, promotions may disrupt the orderly

progress of a project by forcing new leadership- roles on

4 6
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the ,promoted group Member-or-AV fOrcing-these workers 'to

,positions .outside the-project. The potential for this

_prObleM shoUld: be analyzed-es part of Staff selection and

-dontingindy, plans ShoOld be Orepared2'.3,

Staffing.a General-Support Site (Voluhteer Authors)

illiS:kind-OTSite_ IS scithetipieS found in conjunction

wItive-prolect '(or Airect-Suppor site arid, Often-Occurs in

pupil:6: higher education institutions: Typical examples

.would, `include universities or medical schoolS-'Where.the

author's ere',ProfessorS DC instructors who-TWIsh to-creatc._

CourSeware for their own courses. They wish. to- draw

won the talentS of_a..OrogemMer _Pool and t:CI-conStilt44Ith an

instructional deSigher: The-degree, tO which each Would

learn_CPE skills Would- vary -e; but than would sOtvish to try

to- become _expertS in yet a-Other-field::

'Who is available to be an author? What are the

practical limits and what rewards are available? Must

existing tasks be rearranged so may new staff be added?

j,

Some agencies have erroneously believed that merely

proidinR access to CBE services is sufficient. There may

be false economy in' not providing a large enough support

staff to add and direct appropriate use of the facilities

<381.4. 3B1. -5 >.

Can a university author count lessons he has prepared

as "publications."?
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Up to row the answer has generallV been "no," bUt this

issue. may be negotiabl e and feelings about it have been

charging. The_Main stumbling 'block has been the absence of

"jurving"- or a,"review" comparable to that a ,publication

in a 'professional journal would receive. With Or without

a substitute for this "review", it is worth trying to get

courseware counted towards publications since this issue

could be pivotal. to a profeSsor already Pressured for title.

At least one ',project Alas hired respeeteduthorities to

cri,tiaUe theif-,Ci*4mOduCtion and has used the critiques

as- support for their arguments ,to 046-publication:Cr:edit

or CBt cdurSeWare.
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AUTHOVTRUVING

Where will new authors be trained!?

If a- site has bee able to hire Staffmembert,.of tuffi=

clent background--and_eiperiende to train thejlest of the

group in the CBE language., inttmuctienal design, and ',using

the CEystemithe answer to 'this question, it, obviously-

lion=site.edeute e4eriencedstaff are rarer mapy sites
are forced to rely upon outside instructors. The -advantages'

to training one's = staff off-site seem to slightly outweigh

biisite training,

On-site. If the trainerS.cakte beoughtttythe

POsts are typically lower becaUte-feWer people must- travel

and additional staff can be trainect.Or can consult with-

experienced users-for only the cost of their time. Though

the- advantages of being trained- hy several different trainers

is lost, it may 15,e_compensatedfor by a longer training'

-Period -(made possible by lowered cost's).

Off-site.- Training at a-Iaege CBE center provides

trainees with Much -broader experiences, than they could receive

'while 'staying at home. Important -experiences inciude

'fisting a functioning classroom, meeting other authors and

,tubject matter experts in the _same-field, arranging for

reviewers and users for future materials, and viewing or

u .3.0 optional devices available such as terminal peripherals.

If many staff are to receive CBE training, but only a

few terminals are to be installed at the new -site, there may

. be an advantage to obtaining training at a large CBE center

where terminals canbe reserved fpr training classet.
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Can the -Staff get credit for the CBE training?

It, is importantfor staff- in the military service, 60
well .as` -many ;primary -, ,Secondary and community college,
staff -.members- to receive, Writte-n, Certificates documenting, the
Satisfactory .Completiory of training.

-How_ can _the- project staff be protected' from the normal
jealousy : .associated with :speCial- 'pro-ject-s- And -adVanced.
eqUipinefit?

Many the-keys to -preventing jealousy- and maintain-
ing. cooperation have ,been, _mentioned ,preVious-ly: avoid
hOarding- 00ipment and- terminal time., include .part -.time as
well as fUll=time staff, indicate_ -with- wordt and "actions the
imPor-tant role of non-project ,0-taff to the overall project,.
d,emonStrate regUlarly and fervently- the common ,goals being
Addressed by both project and non-project staffs..

The need for liaison to proniote good will :between -CBE
and non -CBF groups, is nearly always_ underestimated=. -
introductibn of a new technology .Which- is- not familiar to-
all the .staff is -rather threatening.. The possibility of
getting left out or left 'behind- it clear. Efforts- should be
Made from the- beginning of any project to orient and intro--
'dike staff- to the CBE' system. The construction of the-CBE
classroom should_ make it easy for -non-,project staff to
obServe what is happening rand ,,se the terminals_ themSelves
-without feeling they are intruding <2A1.1, 2A-1-.2, 2A1.3,

2A2.2,- 2A2.14>.
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***,******,*******4******ii-*****************tm*O!*******

! The remaining questions in part h of these guidelines 4

11 refer to situations, in which the CBE system-is tä_ he

01. used.Trimariiy for instruction. 4

**4401**********4*****44w*i**,*************,*4w*****,

COURSE .DESCRIPTION AND is-00

Throughout the next section it is important that the

concept of a "course" is clear: We will use it to mean

presentation of multiple concepts during a, period of a month

or more. Single-condept, short term training presentations

will be refered to as -"Mini-courses.

Is _,course lock Step, group paced, or self Paced-?

Will this format continue to be- used?

-Lock- step. This- format allow8 fot very easy scheduling

of lessons and very -high terminal utilization rates. In

higher education environments, howeVer, student8 will use

unscheduled, times -and terminal locations, if available.

'ThiS tendency lowers the utilization-rate during soheduled

times, tut does not affect overall usage rates. Courseware

in ,p lock-step format is easy to- introduce into a-- course:

the instructor simply informs the students that they Should

report to the CBE classroom-rather than the lecture hall.

:Because most StudentS will ,be taking the same set of lessons

during a class period, computer storage (ECS) is efficiently

used, and if the lessons are well-polished, little proctor,.

ing is needed. Although, by definition, no time can te- saved

-with lock-step usage, the intrinsic self-pacing of CRE will
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normally force the instructor to, make some proVision for

slower students to finish during 6 period outside normal

clast,hours_ Tt may also he necessary to provide supple-

mentary, materials for- those who finish early:

Group paeed,,Structure&studyi 4!..Structured_ztddy is a

situation- in which all students in -a alast spend-the zame

;fixed- amount of time studying, This situation may be brought

:about by.-IiMited terminal accesztime,or by the limited

training day- found ioijtafy training environments,

in .a structuredTStudY- situation CBE strategies involving

forward branching or pre-testing to- skip sections -of lessons

and= thus -accelerate the .progrets, Of ,bright or exPeriended

ttudentt_ are- found to be selfdefeating. They- tend to put
.

i oinordinate pressures n slow &tudents. beeaute the $61f-

_paced, indiVidualizing riatUre of CBE .separates students in

terms-Of total time 'to master the topic. Jience, a lesson

that is judged or_proVen to be efficient under self -paced

oonditiont- may be inappro2riate and even inefficient under -

A
-group -paced oonditiont. Tt is especially true that _certain

strategies "normally" used-in CBF lessons will increase

lesson .production time without saving student time. This

occurs because the rate of the- slowest student determines

the-rate-of the group,

In both Ioek,!ttep and group-paced formats, students

finishing early can create woblemt. They must be released

ft-Om:class or given_ recreational lessons or lessons on

optional topics. (,Giving_ them lessons used- later in the-

dourse _would only put- them farther _Ahead). Slow students

may have to retake- a lesson in an- atmosphere of shuffling

chairs and/or "pinball alley" (i-e-, while other students

are loudly enjoying recreational- lessons). f the slow

ztudents ztruggle to finish, they realite that the pr- ogress

of the whole-class is being:held up until they finish. In-

J2
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such a situation both fast and, slow-students save time by

"exchanging answers" to the questionS in the -lesson.

Group-pacing it-often used-When-the nature Of -parts, of

the ifittrUetion it such that. -passible,

demonstrations; close laboratory Super-vision, eta_. It is

often seen as-- a- compromise betwee self-pacing -and lock-step.

Because Of the existence of the lock-ttep phases-1n the

-training, the number -of instructors is senerally the same

as- that for lockstep training:. FCS deMands on- PLATO are

only- slightly larger than:that for look-!Step.

Despite the aboye:problems, sroup=pacing -can reduce the

training period required while adapting, to varying .student

:populatians.. The latter is an important attribute for- the

military services- whote students- may vary in experience -with'

the time -of year or the existence or a-draft or mobilization

effort,

=Group :paced:, Free 'study. In this tituation-GRE could

be liSed -freely outside alats, but the -class would- stilr :be

srou0=paced. Unfortunately, Our-experience does mot include

any- examples of this training format. The most typical

Xree-ttudy environment, pub lid-edudation, supplies few, if

any, -payoffs for early- completion. Because - =presentations

and demonstrations:typically require the orderly completion

of prerequisite materialt, thin format is- of limited utility.

Self Taded. Self - pacing is- ideally-matched -to a CBE ---

environment, but it requires- ztand-alone equipment setups

ar additional instructor/prodtors in cases where labatatory

practice accompanies the coUrse, Because students in a

self-paded environment ofted- use CBE at random times_and

places, an instructor is-typically-unavailable. In most

PLATO CBE situations, this -presents few - problems, since

notes between students and their instructars are easily

written.
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-Without firm guidelines, students tend to alloW self-

_Oaded' coutsework to be displaced by assignmentS with definite

deadlines. Self,pacing wovidet both the problem and the

zolUtion,here, In -some institutions, such courses can simply

be finished the next term., Alternatively-, the instructor

can set up intermediate milestones-with deadlines that must

be met by self-paced-students. BecauSe slaggests-

that computer - generated or computer-selected quiz and. test

questions are needed (fOr tett integrity),_prOdUction of a

sel =f- paced course may take longer than for a-_group-paced or

lock-step course: Aoweyer, administrative- problems asSociated

vithitemediaftorf, absences, -eq, can 'be nearly. eliminated--

What are the= roles of instructor in each of the

training formats?

Lock step. Because this is the familiar, conventional

teaching format, it will be used as a basis for comparison

but will not be discussed explicitly.

Croup paced, Structared study. An experienced military

curriculum_ developer argues convincingly that thit mode of

operation is the- worst possible for instructors. Because

the slowest student sets the rate, the instructor cannot sit

down to review and carefully teach the slow student--that
.

would mean the group would move at a still-slower rate. All

the Anstructor can do is to prod the student, or sit at the

terminal and give him -t-he answers so- the class can proceed.

Self paced. In this mode, the instructor can stimulate

fast Students and help slow students, while the computer

carries the burden for most information presentation and

testing. The computer's doMihant role may bring out the
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$e-st in ded= icated Staff, the worst in lazy staff Twif-CPE is

so Food,. let it do all the work'). Some instructors take a

while to' adjust to the dea that they are no longer the

1,.Maim attraction" knowing- alPthe informatibm and deltVering

it rom .high' atop the lecture platforM. In fact the role of

an instrUctOr is much more -similar to that or a prate

tutor, Once- tftstrUctors, adopt this. view =of their -Nile, they

,generally find_ it rather rewarding.

TS- the eoUrSe -presently- organized into modules,

-chapters, 'and. letSonS?

These may provide Convenient divisions for allocating-

assignments, scheduling product -ion:, and organizing ehangeS

to a course-.

Are course objectives available? Are old tests and

exams available? Lesson plans?

If new staff members are to develop course segments, such

documents and information are extremely valuable for

providing directions. Developers should be cautioned, however,

that following old lessons or lecture notes too closely can

be far too limiting. Old tests can- be-used to indicate if

the same level of mastery is being achieved as well as

perhaps providing some provocative questions for the CBE

materials. It is worth some effort to retrieve such tests.
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-What media and strategies are-used in- current course?

Film orVideo _cassettes, filmloops', _audio tapes. Often

the effectimenest-eiisting Materials can -be increased by

teaming them: up with CBE. For example a filMloop may

--contaimpointS: overlooked by students. A Oomputer:CompoSed

test =maY-TocuS attention and ,prodUde greater -Mastery. with

cost.

lab_exeroises. -In many :academic Situations, students

because lab-work seemingly has little relatiOnship
vouo,n,

to classroom topics, This prObleM frequently- occurs: because-

labS,MuSt be planned weeks in advance -só that equipMent and

stip_Olie. can be_ fresh and ready, :Variations -in the claSs

prOgre8S-MeanS that the lab and leeture get-outof synehron...-

iZatiOn. A- potential zolution is to-tie a short -CBE leSSon

to- ea.1.71-h'b,in order to relate. it to tOpios in the

mainstream- of study.

Pre -lab simulations can familiarize StudentS with the

Objectives, apparatus-, -and-procedure:, associated with-an

exercise. This solVes the prOblem of students who don't

read the lab directions before the lab, speedS equipment

set -up thUS allowing longer exere -ises to be completed, and

reduces damage to equipment because of misunderstanding and_

haste-

When the purpose of-='a lab- is to collect, analyze,- and

report data, CBF lessons can reduce the instructor's lab

book-grading time by accepting Aata-, checking calculations

and- analyses, and perfOrming-grading,

Drill. A community college math instructor reported

that he once spent a lot of class time drilling students.

He now can use class time to present concepts and he lectures

5U
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only once or twice a week while letting the -computer -Super-
_

vise-the drills. In -Other- cases, complex algorithms Tor

determining when a.stUdeht should- review missed- items have

been- easily ,Managed by the compUter.

What are the mftstanding strengths and weaknesses of

the -course?

An analysiS of strengths and WeaknesseS should'pOint

out the parts of the course which= should he changed, the

parts which Should be retained, and may suggest a direction

to start when looking Tor solutions --to course problems.

If a course is known for its fine case studies, perhaps

new -case studies which are .individually interactive could

be added. Ch the other hand, if the course is known for

having Tine lecttrers, they should- not be replaced. Instead,

'consider developing a series of lessons to grade homework

Problems, provide nrereCuisites, or deliver supplementary/

enrichment materials.

What kinds and amounts of homework are assigned.?

CBE-assisted homework is potentially a way to upgrade

performance, but it will not save money directly becauSe

homework time is cost-free in most environments.

Will CPE lessons be used during class time or will they

be considered like homework--to be done outside of class?
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-Depending- on the way CBE lessons are assigned_, :Students

may-theat CBEtaUght topicsdifferently. For example,

students who are used to Out-of=t.ClaSs_worktein& practice

exercises for what is- covered class will treat OUt-Of-

dlaS&
!

CBE assignments similarly: students- who do not _nor-

-thaily-COMplete homework assignthentS are _likely to ignore-CBE

letsons.. However, if most studentS 'normally perfohMrout-of:-

class assignments, -nevi, topics and' additional material may be

taught via-OBE' without using elasS time <3F3., l >..

Will the addition of CBE expand -the existing cOuhSe2

-tTIF develo;e1;& sometime .forget that adding adjunct

simulations, practice exercises, computer-aided problem

Solving, mastery drills, etc:, will_ expand the amount of

student time required to complete the course. Although this

can sometimes be offset by providing labor-saving routines

for statistical analysis, etc., the overall impact on the

- course length 'should be-examined.

What is the student,population for this course--homogen-

eous or diverse? Does the course have prerequisites?

Is there a need for remediation?

Out-of-class remediation,for a handful of students may

be a cost-effective technique for r,educing the completion

tithe of a group-paced class or for reducing the dropout rate.

53
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the Arop-out -rate -large and/or problematic?

The answer depends on the situation. In a pUblio edu-

oatiOn institution, the dropout rate is probabbr irrelevant

awnless: it is embarrassingly large or unleSS =departmental

funding 1.,s dependent on the- number of student&,comPlefig

the course. Ili ,military and industrial training institutions

and in privately,Supported-ccillegeS, dropout& are typically

expensivei CBE 'materials may be,,,part of a potential Cure

for a dropout Obblem.

Is the course taught to- a. :level of ,mastery andler are

grades_ assigned?

CBE is ideally suited for teaching to a-mastery level,

but some institutions require-some sort- of score, grade or

otheridiseritination device.

The decision to teach to a,mastery level requires more

different form& of- teSts than are typically used in a

.non - mastery situation since re-testing to show mastery is

-necessary.

It should be noted that some students- prefer tiOT to

achieve mastery of the material and find tt frustrating

when they cannot relax and- take a "gentleman's CP for the

course. Whatever the medium-used, the introduction of

mas -tery requirements el-iminates traditional grading. Essen-

tially, everybody gets the same-grade!
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Will CBE lessons 'be phased in as they are completed,

9r-will the course be suddenly converted?

Tidy research designs and the practicalities of forma,

tive evalUation and operational teaching prescribe different

answers. For "tidy" research, the full complement of CBE

iessons shoUld be implemented-at once (to all students or to

halfof arandOmly-selectedgroup of .students). From the

point of view of a departMent or instructor trying to upgrade

the- training or solve teachi0g,problems or a,curriculum

developer wishing to tune the courseware to the students,

the favored approach Is more likely to be to make a subjec

tive evaluation of the value of new materials and implement

ithffiedrately all those which .teeM-opeOretely debugged <2Dt.5>-._
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Who will decide what goes on: to the CBE system? What

-criteeia ill 'be used?

As indicated previously, this question is of critical

importance. If instructors or institutions distant from the

developers are expected' to use the materials, this is a

Logical pOint for requesting their input. The criteria for

choosing topics for'CBF development depend, on the project

objectives, modified by the considerations of what CBE can

do especially well Ws much experience aS,possible should

be employed when making these decisions. This is one of the

times during a project when an outside consultant may be

needed-.

Will the lessons written be considered to "belong" td

a course or to an instructor-develdper? Will futune

instructors be required to use some, any, or all. CBE.

lessons written by this organization?

In a- higher education environment, if the lessons are

to be written for a-Specific course to be used by current or

subsequent instruators, it may be important that potential

users be involved at all stages. -Requesting reviews from

nOn-CBE instructors is-often a good first _step-. Failure to-

involve others- may result iii-unued_iessons' when other

instructors teach the courSe. In a _military bi7 primary-

secondary public edUcation facility, instructors have less

choice about teaching materials and the problem outlined

here occurs less- frequently <3F1.1, 3F1.2, 3F1.4,

3F2.2, 3F2.3>.
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4111 leSsonS be written SO: they can be used 4n several

cotii7ses-1

On the -surface:, this path seems prudent 'because 'it

_allows development costs to be amortized more quickly But

there are some hidden pitfalls Normally the backgrounds of

students in the ;different courses will vary -considerably

ne,group_ of Students, _will. -he bored or the other strained

unless HerCulean' efforts at individualization and; ability

tracking are made TheSe, efforts, of boost develop

-ment:

A. better SpProach is: to-write 1-eSsons, for 'higher :ability

udents test and, _polish- it for -them. Next, have a, feW,

students fro* an-Other' cOurse- use- 'the' lesson. NO! their

*p'cibi-ems, and modify a copy of the lesson to meet, the .4iffer--=

Ink'PrereqUisites of the other users. In ,many cases leSs-
-prepared studentS,will .Point out .difficulties whiah-should

be -repaired - in versions of the lessonS tieVertheless

It IS so much- simpler to write a lesson: for a single,- narrow

-!udienee that it is wOrth- the slight, additional 'computer

storage and modification time -needed for .multiple versions:

'Furthermore, the author Will not waste any time installing

extra_ help and remedlation which are not truly Ileeded,
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THE STUDENT .POPULATIONS

HOW are Otudents teiected foe the-tOUrse Are any

tiredicittve tests edministered?

KnOwledgeabout the students is .important since ManY

:design decisions' are -based,bn the_breadth depth. of student

i,isted prerequisites are often out of date-land

ShoUldnot'be accepted. without 4amination of current class

makeup and/orfuture-needt, In-technical and vocational

'courses, reading- level and Mathskills ShOUld be- dheOked if

possible. On the, other hand7,-don.it spend time administering

or retrieving test data (e.g., SAT sooret)Unlets the use

for-them-is- eTeoely established.

It motivation a problem for StUdents?-

If' so, improved motivation may be an objective to be

achieved via CBE. However, do not expect improvement

merely because of the change of medium. Few improvements

are automatic. One must use strategies to enhance the

relevancy or increase student involvement, for example.

What problems do students have during and after this

1 course?

The effect of CBE can be more than proportionate to the
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traction of time spent using it if bo'ttl'enecks- can be allev-

iated and hurdles can be lowered. This is also .a fine way

-tO-enhance motivation::

Is terminal use to be scheduled or free- flowing?

Since CBE is= inherently self-paced, it is convenient

if students can use terminals freely°. ThuS they .can .skip

classes when they are ahead and they can find" vacant terminals

,when 'they are behind. In any case, some convenient unsoiled-

Lfted time should be provided-for slower students.. This

brings up an interesting,_ semantic problem. The term "slow

student" has become a eupheMism for "poor student." Another

term-must be found to describe students in a self-paced

mastery situation where "slowness" carries a much smaller

negative connotation.

-Do students need additional rewards for achieving high

performance?

For example, some sites allow students to play games as

a reward. It is probably as motivating (and certainly

cheaper) to install a publicly- available "record book" for

displaying the score of high achievers with -in instructional

lessons. One successful format incorporates programming

to eliminate the recording of embarrassingly low scores and

to-Cause the premature obsolence 'of, say, the sixth through

tenth best scores. The lattee feature deletes some old

scores so that achieving a "recordable" score does not

become impossible.
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How pressured' are the students for time ?' for grades?

CBE Will not be popular if Students, already :pressed

for- time perceive' that -CBE, assignments, take longer than_

assignments for ConventionalMedia. Sithilarly-, the use of

CBE=given -grades (or -OadeS froM any masterytYpe training).

'Must -be carefully -considered tor- .students Who are eSpeCially

:anxious- abOut grades- pre =med students) . 'It is
'inappropriate to mcurve" scores from thastery.exereises

in order --to-Trovide "gradeS."' -Another Problem with gradeS

1.based on performance in a CBE lesson is that some les_soris-

.cah he repeated- -by -a Student. Which grade Should be recorded:

The first? The laSt? The .average- of attempts?
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:DEVELOPING A CURRICULUM

Are you preparing a curriculum, not just lesOms?

Although some reasonable 'uses of CBE involve-the

creation of a single IeSson-not terribiy_closely related to

other topics tejtig taUghti-one Altually-Withes- to-integrate

the: `CBE lettens vitlyeach other and. With-materials in other

However; because Many-users start out :thinkingtmall

(especially at a general - support site),, it frequently happens.

that .a course-eventually contains a Collection of lessons

whiehrcannet be trantferted into a curriculum..

it is fblly to develop a:lestomWithbOt-adequately

planning for its integration into an educatiOnal context,

If you are net _Olanning to-modify a whole course, but rather

are-creating a- feW=lessont-to-pizesent some difficult-to-

tea-eh tepicsr, the concept- of a mini-course may he the best
-appreach. ,k mini=course is an integrated cluster of en-line

and off -line material& which teache& a single, limited -range

tokid. The critical :*!atures of such a Cluster are: (a)

well,.defined, but limited prerequisites (b)- consistent

terminology, objeotives, and perspective and- (c) a definite

ending point ( -from which another mini-course can he- launched).

Creating lessons without a master plan can -re ineffi-

cient. For example,- one developer explored the use of the

CRF syst -em writing several,kinds and styles of lettens. He

introduced the -CBE system,-the -keyboard, and -checked the

stUdentts math skills- in each. As he developed clusters of

lessons, he found that the students were teing re-introduced

to the -CBE system -(and- having their math skills- tested)

again and agaim. Furthermore, several lessons just would
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not "fit" into a cluster. rventually all lessons had tlieir

introductions removed, and some lessons were divided into

several parts so they could: fit into clusters.

-Will the lessons he used for mainline instruction -or

-as-an adjunct to- other- instruction?

Mainline lesSons provide .an_ -easier format to justify

costs andshow .savings, bdt theY,reOuire more care and-test-

ing_during creation -And- .implementation (because-they are

the -Sole source Of information ailout a= tope_)=. ITSuOieient
time is available, one path which is-o:ften successful: is: to

use the lessons in an adjunct mode initially until any prob-

lems are eliminated '(or a skeptical audience is won oVer) and

then use them as-mainline lessons- replacing conventional

material:3. This converrion frOm="-Ojunet" to,-"mainline"

should he .phased in beginning as soon as possible because

student Aandards for each type of usage ,are likely td be
S

different and the elimination of the j)revious_ mainline w.

materials may reveal some oversights.

Are you modifying an existing-curriculum, or creating

a new one?

Most people realize that unless they modify their

curriculum somewhat, they won't he able to make good use of

their CPF system; fewer realize that if their modifications

are too ambitious, they may not be able to handle the-twin

tasks-of curriculum development and mastering a new medium.
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The decision _abaht where to strike z balance depends-on the

experience of the group with respect to curriculum develop,

ME V-. insteUcttonal design as well at the manpower

available:

Because of the vast possihilities -and the great number

of chaides- -available- from a CBF-based cutticuluM, sites with

Moderate curriculum deSign experience- vin limited _media) have

become-mired :and have fallen short of their goals.. Further-

mare', some kinds of evaluation are virtually' impassible if a-

-major feVision i -s made- stmoltalneous:ly with-a_xihange in media.

- Although writing am entirely new-course- is a- very -diffi

Cult task, the resui -t may not be so threatenin# to current

instructors. Furtherniorer one -may he able to -use the CBE

system to avoid capital costs associated-with labs or

demonstration devices.

141-11 media other than CPF he used? Who Will be

responsible for dee-fair-1g what media to use for each

topic -and for insuring that the media are interfaced?

-There are- signiricant problems with teaching large

hortiona of a course only -via CPT.' lessons; CPF resources are-

expensi,ve, they are inappropriate for some uses, and they

have -unneeded power for some applications. mixing media is

more efficient, but reqUires someone to integrate fram the

beginning a11 materials written on a topi=c OP4.1.

What offline materials or .paper copies of crir lessons

will be made available? on what conditions?
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one of the greatest shortcomings ofkATO-CPE Materials

frOduced so-tar t8 that they. attemOt, .unsuccessfully -, tobe

totally stand = alone. Although providing manuals, worksheets,

study guides,. outlines, and summaries to accompany Cnr

leSsonS is verY, sensible, it iSSeidom done. Asa_resUlt

the = cost - effectiveness of Some;pPlicationS-may he _reduced:

For example, StudentS,who want to have something to study

_after they have left the terMinal are forced to take notes,

46teirtaking is an .ef-fective Study_strategy for some kind6

c-itlearning,jbUtcheaPer alternatives than copying from

a;(:BE terminal are available-. TordIng students totake

_ 41OteS,-froM-theterMinalmay change lesson. SaveS

time (anc money)- into a. leSson.1./hich,takeS extra. time,

InstructorS May fear that Studentswill skip- the CEF

lesson if they Can pick Alp a summary- -of what they -must learn.

ff a summary sheet can adequately eXpresS all the concepts

Which must he learned, there Is ho.-reason that the= CBE

lesson should he used. If the OB lesSon is truly necessary,

but the students are lazy, the instructor Might with to make

summaries available only after the student has successfully_

completed the lesson or only-several dayS before Major tests

-0F1.2>.

published lessons (written at other sites)

comprise a Significant amount of the courseware used?

Yes. It is a major task to interface the topics and

courses ta0ht at one's own site with lessons selected from

Curricula written elsewhere. someone should be given responsi

bility for gathering, lists of available materials and aiding

instructors in the selection of lessons eased on more than_.
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their titles-.. As in textbook selectit, a problem sometimes

oeeurs because materials which arc- fore may-

seeM unstimulating. and unappealing to an instructor <2B?.-5).

SuggeStion; include several students on the lesSon selection

ooMmittee.

Modification of lessons written at other sites often

entails -a great deal of work -unless the changes involve only

the additioh or Aeletion-Of displays and'text.DocuMentation-

frequently lacking and there-May:be -problems` in finding_

the authOr an&-reeeiving permission to Moctify

No. UnleSS terminal delivery is-phased, the decision

net to use materiaIS. written elsewhere will result in :a

long- 'period of _under-Utilized_ terminals. Furthermore, the

relatively large development costs assoc -fated -with CRE

lay threaten costr.effectiveness: if some existing lessons

cannot -he employed. An insightful comment 4)y a well=<nown

educator unfortunately applies to many CBE developers:-

"Researchers and educators frequently demonstrate a strong

resistance to- the use -of someone else='s idnozation. Tt has-

-been -Said-that if there were a-robel prize Tor educational.

:research; we would have to nominate-an entire generation

of researchers for their co-discovery of the-wheel,

(Molnar, 1971 ) .

Are leSsons to he written simultaneously for all parts

of the course or -will you start from one end working

toward the other? Which end will you start from?

All parts simultaneously. This may be necessary if

several authors with different sub-specialties are employed.

Spreading the effort may make testing more difficult and



may require more effort to assure that objectives and

OrereoutSites match- up.

Beginning at the end. When large, consecutive portions.

Of a course- are to be rewritten to include CBE instruction,

it is frequently advantageous to begin lesson writing and

implementation at the end or the course. This intuitively-

wrong order has the-following advantages:

I. The-firStmateeials-seen hy a StOdent (those -most

likely to turn him on or of-f-toCBE) are those -wrtttam.

when the authorS end ,stafre- most experienced. its, CRP'

development.

2 -. The process follows the order of a formal task

analySis if mid-way through, the deVelopment, one

finds students unable to underStand the material, one

can easily add preeequisite topics -because the

development Of prerequisite topics -is always "down the

road" in terms of time. rr a= part of the task analysiS

must be postponed, development can nevertheless

start immediately,

3. If the course is being = converted from lock-step

to- self-paced as the cnE materials are introduced (a

common occurrence), students can move through the

conventional materials together, then finish the

self-paced part of the course at, their own rate. If

the course were rewritten beginning at the start,

students using the self-paced CRE.materials would have

to catch up or wait for the whole class to begin the

conventional lock-step section of the course. Any
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time savings realized from self-pacing and CBE lessons

Can. be taken- advantage of, even during' preIlMinary

testing -phases.

U. If fOr some reason the -dOvelopfilent effort fall- S short.

Of its -goals in terms of quantity of lessons produded-,

it is less likelY that the evaluation_plam will be

completely invalidated or impaled'.. As- noted above,

actual time, savings can he _measured, nOt estimated;

Zrt=irifluehOed :attitudes- will be "fresh": = and the

higher-levei ,cOgnitive. skills (often, taught 'near the

end- of the course)- for .Which- CBF Oan- often show cost

eftectiVehess will be present in- the-completed- portion-

Or the course.
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LESSON tTPU
k.

Will tests, as well as leSsOns, be programmed for CBE

usage?

Some sites haVe used :CBE .aitost :exclusively for

testing:hecauseof the ,capability for computer-generated-

test. items, easy -recording, of test item ,statistioS

discrimination index-4 and

the opportOnity for feedback -(Guerra, AcT)aniel, Xaufman

1977). Other instructors, have felt more obtfortable,-

"using CTIF-lessons, but -keeping their teststim 6.-Conventional.

Tormat. Still other users:, faCed" with an- evaluation plan

Calling, for a comparison-of_students taught via CBE lessons

with students taught conventionally, have realized they must

test conventionally in order not to gtve -unfair -advantage to

students 6miliar with the CBE system.

}
Yhat problems with test security exist?

To avoid embarrassment, test security should be checked

thoroughly before Items are entered on-line. Procedures for

checking student identification should he planned and built-

into tests. Allowance for system failures during testing

'must be made.

%.S



LESSON-IYMNDARDS-

Will all lessons produced on-site have to meet a set

of standards?

,eneral the idea of "'Maintaining' standards" is- a

sound, priiCtical One.' It MO be difficult, hewever, to

impose such standards pa professionals using- the terminals

at a geneals-up0Ort site.. Fortunately, the needfOr strong

standards is-Krea,test in a- direct-Support _project Situation.

thequestion of:creativity-vS, control cannot yet be answered

easily and-objectiVely. An affirtatiVe answer to the aboye-

,Outry naturally raises the issue-of-what Standards will be

set, ,Who mill enforce them,, and how the enforcement will he

.implemented.- PreVioUs atteMptS to. impose StandardS by regu,

iatin& Storage space- for newlessonS have quickly raised

authors) ire. In other cases, the -"enforcer" had a lower pay'

or rank than- the authors and programmer and hence was- ignored

by them,

I =t is overly-optimistic to expect new staff to prepare

pdlithed lessons in their first attempt- Phased-in.standards

are likely to he more app -opriate- Por example, the first

lesson might he written without the imposition of any formal

standards. When the second; lesson is written, a copy of

the standards could be provided, along with a-justification

for Using them, As laterdessons are prepared, the use or

standards would be 'encouraged and enforced. If necessary,

the initial lessons written would be brought within- the

-guidelinei. Drawing up the standards with the aid of the

author staff promotes motivation and understanding of the

need and use of lesson standards.
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What hindS of standards might be imposed!? What purpose

Ades aadh-SerW?,
;

v

Documentation. 4n appropriate level of docUMentatioer

protects the investMent!of the Sponsor, agendy, or department

hy-insuring that another uSer-wishingtot Update, dorredt,

Or modify the prograMMing can do so inanvkefficient, reliable
.r

Manner. It also insures that the author 'himself will not-

waste time trying to interpret OrogramSihe wrote long ago,

tandards for_ECS, CPU, and,j)ABK. These are -abbrevia-

tions for lesson size and which an operating les-

Sonplaces on the comOOter. It the demands are,exceSSiye

the lessons wiIIheuhusable, ineftedtlYe, or mill-reduce the

lesson access fOr others at a site,. Standardsfor usage of

ooMputer TesdurceS such as these insure that- the reputation

of' the Site, authors, and system-will' he _protected and that

students trying to learn from the lessons will not he-annoyed

or impeded-.

Lesson format- Several aspects ota lesson's format

-might be subject to standards. If strategies inappropriate

tO CBE are used, costeffectiveness-will become a problem

an expensive development time will be wasted,. For example,

lecture-like lessons are sure "losers" yet are commonly

prepared by some authors. The presence of a title page,

statement of objectives, and author name on each lesson can

provide a cohesiveness among lessons, which student; find

comfortable and efficient. The inclusion of restart points

_protects a student froth' system failures and allows him to

leave the system and return without re-doing part of the

lesson. By including data,-dOilection standds, a general

A.
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,support_Site Can ;insure that aUthors,_who use site resourceS
also generate information to provide a taSis. 'or justification
for_,the;continued- support of the ,Site. Data collection
-.st,T7dar-cts' can also :-Prevent 'errors in lessons from going
undeteCted_and, plaguing suhSequent_groUpS,,of _students .

-Sómé sites include a requirement for ,a- criterion-
-referenced- test at -the- 'end' 'of each lesSofr. ,ProperiY 'constrUe
teci,suCh a test will allow a student -to get 1-,:ci7edit" :for- a-
ieSSon, only after .imastery of the material has been .deMon-
's,traed'._ Without such a test, -some. students: feel-, that
completion of the lesson means : that :further study of the
-topic ' _IS unnecesSarY. Authors of _Sudeeeding:lessOnsjMay=

find that students- are unable to -understand those 1:eSSonS_
--tiecause -of inadequatemaStery of the -Prerequisites'.

Most 'sites- include some sort -of' subject matter and'
editorial standards as well in order to assure that all
facts are accurately- stated_ and all grammatical, -semantic,
Speling, and typographidal errors removed.

If lessons from other- sites are useci-,_ will they have-
to meet the same criteria? Who will modify and
;upgrade them?

41.
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FORMATIVE DEVELOPMENT' (EVALUATING LESSONS)

What criteria will be used to determine e-when a lesson

is finished Or validated?

Although, few lessons: are ever truly "finished4"- we use

that word here to indicate that, a lesson -maY-be-uted, by- a

,Clats of casuallyrprOctOred-.students. ,t0M0. combination of

student use- (.involving' both: the total nUMber,oftt6dents

and the -MOMber-of testing/revision eycletY and` colleague

reView should be established tand adjusted with experience)

SO-that ietsont do not Teach Students prematurely-.

Hew will lessons be evaluated ? - How often will they be

evaluated -? Will they be examined after they are

finished or validated?

Fvaluations during toth formative development and as

-
part of a summative development are warranted. At- t-some

-sitet nationally- known- eXperts in a field are- brought in- to

review letsons which the site- staff consider finished.

The aspects of a lesson which are normally evaluated

Include: the prograMming, the instructional detign, the

conformance to site. standards, and_ the subject -matter accUraey.

1m many cases the evaluatAin is broadened to include student

perforMance results, student and instructor comments, and

data concerning the qUantity of usage. For a more-detailed

discussion of the aspects of formative development-Teiiews,

see Francis, Goldstein, and Call-Himwich (1975) and Call-

Iiimwich (1976).
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Are-Student "guinea_ pigSli- for: testing leSsons readily

available? Whose responSibiTity is it to prailide them?

What rewards Can they be offered :for their cooperation?

A group of eager :students, possessing about the right

taCkground for the material and: a readiness' ,to try .out- leSSan _

TragmentS, can- be an- .enormously valuable' asset for a, site.

The absence of such a. populatiOn allows -authors ta7areate too

much material before testing it t.itt-h-:Students, Since authors

tend to do- this under any circumstances_, one must- -present

them, with _Many easy opportunities btairi student feedbaCk,

sufficieht terminal time is available, It may be

,pass -ible to "pay." students_bv giving_ them time in-recreational

leSsans The amount of time they earn is proportional to- the

number and -value -of their comments,

Are lesson objectives available? Will they be written?

Who will write- them and when will they be written?

There are advantages to choosing a course for which the

objectives have already been prepared. It is easy to be

deceived, however, unless one obtainS copies of the objectives

_and reviews them carefully: the -written objectives are often

outdated and do not reflect the content and emphasis of the

course. In many cases they are so general that they have

little value. Written ,objectives also tend to record on] y

those- topics which can be explicitly taught and tested,

looking at such .too- narrow objectives may 1iit the potential

applications of CBE. For example, the goal of having a
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Student ask questions, plan an investigation, and carry it

Out may-be-an upstate& and unmet goal -which CBE exercises

.could provide, Similarly, the objective of training for

disnrimination of sounday'have. been deleted becaute

appropriate hardware-was hot available prior to- _the

tid.ev of the-CAE system.

Who is responsible for verifying that the_objeotiVes_are-

appropriate--in ter-MS Of content and leVel of-knowledge?

-Are objectives needed?

This question arises frequently -,- especially among staff

who have had -unpleasant experiences with writing and using

objectives, Former -classroom teachers may have been forded

to use objectives by administrative fiat and may harbor a

grudge against objectives because- they-seem-useless.

-Furthermore, it is true that learning objective are

sometimes so obv.ious they need not be stated. For example,

the need for students to solve a particular type of problem

may be well recognized (e.g., two-dimensional, frictionless,

collision problems or non- disproportionation, oxidation-

. eAuction equation balancing): Tn these cases the objective

is to be able to solve any problem of that type and the test

is to-give the student a problem and let him solve it without

ajA A more formal, written objective is not needed because

79
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-Typically',, the lesson developer is not so lucky as to
have such "tidy" topics: to teach. Instead, the depth of the
instruction (Are eiceptions to the rule to= be included ?) and
the bre.adtho2f _instruction (Where does thiS lesson, -end ?) must be
determined a& liart of the IeSson development process. Pedause
a ,Ci3E. lesSon will probably interact with more- students: than a
classroom- instructor,, the CBE -developer can and should spend
more time in the plenhing, and objective writing than the
leCturer. A wellWritten. set of leSsOn objectives -Can
.provide the deyeloPer with gdidanbe and act as a touchstone
so: the author knows- .what relevant to the le,SSon and what
is s-uperfluouS, when the lesson is done-, _and how to determine
if the leSSon is adequate;.
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PART I I--FUNDAMENTALS OF CHOOSING AND TRAINING A CBE STAFF



ESSENTIALSI:ILLS

When considering what staff to hire, an administrator

typically baginS,by forming Yob deScriptiohs,_them looking

TOr--people Vho latch-the job descriptions, Because- of the

limited availability of 'staff with,CBE7related experience;

we suggest considering the Skills needed for the project

,nather than roles -or job titles to te Tilled. Below we have

listed ten- Skills typicallymeeded within- -6* _CBE dettalopMent_

Staff. Di a -small Projact, two or three people may have-to

provide all the skills listed-; even in a large Project,

several toles are generally combined -. Because skills are

.fieesent to varying degrees in different Staff-members

Premature combining of skills into a job desOriptiom shOuld

ta avoided, Analyze the Contribution of each candidate in

terms of wtich project needs he could serve and what

flexibility his talents would offer.

Administrative/managerial, This skill is needed" ;o

coordinate the project, maintain standards, and expedite-

non-clerical details. This is a general project support

robe --to smooth the path and monitor progress. It entails

less decision-making than the skill of leadership, discUssed

next,.

Leadership. This important skill provides direction,

_giV_es rewards or,prods. sets a pace or an example, makes

decisions, and initiates changes.

Curriculum coordination. This skill is necessary to

insure that the curricula or modules produced are well-

integrated packages. It requires the broadest subject matter

experience. Although this skill requites much coordinating-,

it is not necessarily the manager's function.

Subject-matter expertise. This skill is employed when

preparing objectives, providing content, writing text, choos-

1
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Ing -examOles and non-examples, describing typical misconde0

tionS, pointing out -exceptiont to rules, etc.

Instructor-,experience:. This Skill is necessary- ,for

prOvidIng_intight about the students' backgrounds,. problems,

Motivations, futures,v-and typical

Instructional design. This often .overlooked or under

est=imated skill provides knowiedge-about--the ,proceSs of

rq_anning, designing., implementing, and reviSinginstrUetional,

materials.

.EvaluationiteSting. These two ski,ls,gach- probably

.deserve nategoriet- of their Own, but their' relatedness :means:

that they are Often :possessed 'by a person... The.te

skills serve to promote, iMpIement, and- aid formative and

SumMative evaluatiOn practices. Depending on the project

objectives, the preparation of a research detign and an

Of suits may alto be needed. -

CBE/languageexpertise. This is needed in Order

to program lessont and advise in the efficient uses of the

CoMputer. It is also needed to explain and exploit the

various- communications featuret, the courseware design

oonsiaeratibns, and the system characteristict associated

with the CBE system. Experience on other computer systems,

_particularly other CBE systems, is a frequently-needed

compromise in staff selection which may broaden the total

'base of experience enjoyed by the Site. _

Editorial skills. These skills enable a site to "polish,"

the final product, to "debug" the non-programming problems,

to sharpen definitions and explanations, to correct grammar

and spelling, and to insure consistency and smoothness

through the instructional materials.

General support. The following skills are needed to

support the efforts of the primary CRE development effort:

the skills of on-site hardware repairmen, proctors, secretar-

ies, clerks, photographers, and illustrators.
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A very careful assessment of the skill needs and avail-

able:taletcam take- advantage- of the special backgrounds of

the Staff. Thus rather than considering that, one needs a

staff of a_ Manager, secretary-, five authorS, two programmers

and-'ar ,evaluator,_ and that one should find- people who beSt

meet- those descriptions, a wiSe administrator can choose

peOpIe WhoSe experiences are :-cOMpi-ementary even if the

candidates' qualification do not exactly match typical job

deScrlOtlOnS1 A flOkible policy in finding _Personnel might

. al=low: an admini-strator to- choose- a= staff composed Of: a

--subject matter eOett ("81#_) with curric.uluM:develOpment

experience in .another field; a ,programmer -with some testing

,experience; ,acurrent course instructor who has Subject.-

Pla-terP)(optiende; an evaluator who has worked -in instrue=

tional design; a subject matter expert with Computer science

doUrseS,- 'but no teaching e'xperience; a CBE author with a

'Obby related-to the subject_ matter; a secretary -who Was

Journalism major for a- year; a manager who is an experienced

course instructor and- has written or -revised many of the

course materials; an SME with some courses in- learning and,

instruction as well as an artistic flair; and an SME who was

a teohnical. writer in industry.

We emphasize flexibility in staff selection because -the

most consistent finding of a study of PLATO courseware devel-

opment procedures in military and civilian environments

(Mahler, et al., 1916) was that courseware groups changed

their organization one or more times during their compara-

tively short (two to three year) project lifetimes. The

changes in staff roles caused by reorganization can be some-

what Minimized by emphasizing skills over positions. Skills

will change rather gradually, and provide continuity during

periods of reorganization.
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Staff reorganizations capsed by weaknesses of the
memberSare sometimes simplified -if skills rather- than job
titles -are emphasized. If a staff _member is unable to
,perform satisfactorily and- discharge- and' replacement is not
feasible, TeasSignment of duties7-may be the anSwer.:' For
example, an author having trouble _Mastering the CPF. language,
niight, be assigned only StsiE" responsibil=ity. A):_ternatively
that author might be used as -a .proctor or iesSon:
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SKILL COMBINATIONS

When choosing -project staff from available Candid-ate

-0051s, -one is forced to look for indiViduais who can provide

several of the ten talentS and.skilIs listed above. One must

al.sóbe.prepared to :make compromises in ftlling posttions and

conSideethe flexibility of individuals Should_ their role or

the project 'change. Suggested :below are several common skill

.combinations whieh result in high prOductivity.

:The leader of 'a projeCt often has the additional responSI-,

blilitieS of -dureloulum.coordinatiomi,-pfoject,management, or

b6th. it is, however, important to-see these as diiterent,-

but .related:, roles. An overworked project leader can, lf

nedeSSary, assign these reSponsibtlit-ies ,to- others While

St:ill maintaining- his authority- and position.

Assumption of the leadership,and-eValuation roles by

a Single person is_ most common in research- projects. Further-
.

more, in several rather succestful -oursemere development

,projects, the leader acted as instructional designer fOr the

_group. We would suggest this combination be employed in

those instances where an instructional designer has exhibited

menager4a1 skills or vice-versa.

The curriculum coordination is often performed by an

especially experienced subject matter expert. Experience and

breadth of knowledge are more important than depth, however.

Instructor experience is generally Fccompanied by sub-

ject matter expertise. Uowever, mi?!tary training instruc-

tors are not so likely to he true subject matter experts.

The lesson plan and training materials are often sufficiently

specific so as to allow persons with narrow subject matter

expertise to be Iffective as military classroom instructors,

but they may not be able to perfocm more general roles such

as a reviewer for a CBE development site. These instructors

.1 't
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mbst be supplemented- by "genuine" subject matter experts;

they should detinitely not be expected to supervise the

curriculum developMent.

.
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TEAM' AUTHORING

-One -of the dediSions that will affect staff selection

IS the brganiiational structure- of the staff.: At a-wieral-

SOpOet site; all the -author=ing- may be done indeperidently.,

but most.- project sites adOt some sort -of "team approach. "`

The- concept of an authoring ,team varies- from site to Site:,

at, 'least three different. things- are meant by-a 6teatil.

Th the loosest sense,_ any rgroup of several authors

working 0-ward-the- same set of goals and helping

eadh other .may' be staid to aoMpriSe a team. How

*less they` share esffionsibilitieSis,or ProgramMing,

instructienal detign, etc:. , we elatsify them as-

,independent authors 'rather than as members of a team

<N3.1>,

2'. At the next level of tec...; association!;, a single

Staff Member makes the dec- i -sions about -the deStgw,

content, and prograffiming, but "subcontractS" site

support staff to furnish the content and/or the

programming.

3., The strictest team approach divides the tasks of

designing, furnishing content, apdprogramming so

that no single person makes decisi ns about al 1

three of these areas. This approa h may be compared

to an assembl:, line where once a lesson has completed

one stage of devel, .ment, the cont of and responsi-

bility passes to the developers of the next stage.

In practice, loops built into the piocess give

development groups a "second,. chance4 to see and

Modify the lesson.
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The first approach requires the least coordination, and

ailoWs,the,Most, :flexibility for staff to enter-or leaVe,the

-prOject- "However, because few authors TioSsess all cif'the,

ten or so skillS- needed for OffectiVe CBE developMent, there

1,S-the potential.danger 'cue Creating -an uneven, inconsistent

_set of lessons_

FOr that reason, many Sites, startingout mith:the first

approaCh described above modify it to-becoMe more like the

second approath. Groups or two to four staff members .ate

plAOed;together so that the strengthS' and weaknesses In the

0i7490-,s411, 9,0r1.-he, compensated for In general, the

4:!'[.6suit iS enhand0-4)rodudtivitr and 4;r-eater ,uniformity-:

SoMe cases, authors wh6 have teen:SucceSSfully in the

_ilidependent approach are alloWed to continue in that mode

Management -needS- for the small -group teams are _somewhat

greater because Of the additional- effort to organize and

coordinate the teams. Generally, however,: it is the

manager's decision to assume a larger adMinfitratiVe burden_

in order to achieve- greater control of the project <3B2.1,

J-C3.3;-3G4.1, 3c4.2>.

In a team authoring structure the productivity of

individual members is more difficuit to measure and the loss

of one staff member affects the whole team. On the other

hand, because the team members need.not possess so broad a

range of skills, they are more easily replaced.

Our experienCe with the strictest form of a team approach

indicates that for authors familiar with other authoring modes,

the lack of identification with a lesson seems to offer

fewer internal rewards. Hot4ever, from an administrator's

point of view this reduction of ego involvement may be a

deiireable outcome (Francis, 1976, p. 32). The most frequent

implementation of the "sub-contract" form of team authoring

occurs when subject matter experts plan and design a lesson,



but-Oiegate the. programming responsibiV.tieS to someone

tiaivatiOn of the efficiency and effectiveness- of each

of these authoring approaches is confounded by effects of

the quality of the authors and the objectives of the site

MiAhlyskilled_authOrS-tend to prefer-anci_perforM'best in añ

independent iuthOring,mode. -Generally, when this mode, has

bi tr,led-and discarded it .was bedaUse-the _authors' ihexPer-

ienecprecluded_their wrttink lessons-with: sufficient quality

or in sufficient CUantityttO meet project goaIS. Reduced

author indePendenOe-has tYptcatly-been,'Viewe& as -a.teObnique

for increasing tbeAuailty of the average lesson and/or

inOreasing_the_produebion-rate-.

*rather extensive discussion of authors, teams, and

t116-Onathics of ,authorin0. structures found on PLATO has been

prepared by Mahler et .al. (1976),

1
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STAFF sFLEctION GUIDELINES

In this sectioh, we offer some comments concerning the

selection of key staff Members. The roles of' diredtoe,
instructional designer, and author are discussed, and -brief

comments are made about several other positions.

Di-rectOr

As is typically tmec0e-, cmotce of director is

óritical tó-the success OfAheA)rojedt. TherefOee this

450-SitiOn: i8.-disduSsed in the-greatest detail.

In general the following have been fOiind to be

6! CO a dirdtoeShip typidany cannot be .handled part

time when the stair numbers three or More, (0) the director

must have sufficient time available to be able to watch

students use CBE lessons, (d) the director..mustbe open-

minded enough to ignore preeonceptions and intuitiOns gaimed,

in other media or with other Student,popplations, and (d) the

personal interests and badkground-of the director must be

matched with site _goals-Ce:g., don't hire an instructional

designer for a hardware project an vice-versa) 061.i, 261.2,

3A1.3>.

A frequently-overlooked probI6M-is- the question of the

"distance" of the director or other higher administrator from

the project. The project director must be far enough away

from the day-to-day problems of authoring so that these

matters don't obscure the long range view. Some directors

have tried to add directorship responsibilities Lo their full-

time author duties <3A1.1, 3A.2>. At the other extreme,

some directors whose jobs entailed non-C9F duties have been

rrustrated when they are circumvented in the decision-making

process because they had toe,jittle time7re familiarize

themselves with ,the current problems and p.otential solutions.

9r
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-When a_projeet-oriented site is to be_ tarted, some-

additiOnal insights -can be offered. It is most important to

obtain the director as early as possibleas.MuCh as 6-1.2

months before thearrivar,Of the full complement-6f staff and

terminals. This is espeoially importaht if the director- is
with- instructional -development in 'CBE. An

Startl! has given many- directs:it's a chance to gain

,experience and make a few,-mistakes WithoUt incurring large

penalties, If the direotor cannot beaeqUiredearlY,.he

shoUld'be aVailable at leaSt at- -the beginningof the project;

those- :projects which had no leader, or a- khown-to-bel-temporary

leader have tendedto founder until the director was appoint-

,ed IM order to be sure that the -project object ives

are meflutideratood, it is highly desirable that the project

Al-rector partioipate in the Aoal spedification phase-of the

,project.

At a general-SUpport Site,. the director need, not

exhibit the leadership, curriculum develOpment, or subject

-Matter skills that his counterpart in a dtrect-support site

-must, owever, both share a- nee1 for managerial,- ,CBE,

instructional design, and-media selection expertise <282.1,

282.2-,* 2132.3, 2B2.5>.

Instructional Designer

The role and responsibilities of an instructional

designer are neither well-known nor well-defined. Even

practitioners may find it hard, to express concisely what they

do. Therefore let us look at several aspeCts of instructional

deSign in an attempt to define it by interpolation.

The ancestors of instructional design (and the sources

of the jargon and-principles used in it) are:

Programmed Instruction
Systems Analysis
Educational Psychology--especially learning theory
Educational Technology (audio/visual equipment, etc.)

92
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Hence, one may. expect to- find one or more ,of theSe

skill's it the vita of an applicant for an instructional

design position..

There are several thingS that instructional design

sOunds similar to, but is distinct,

1. Curriculum developmeht may include -instructional

design, but is often more oriented,toward& the content

being- delivered thaw towardS the strategems or techniques-

d4rverS,

a: Educational psychology research provides the basis

for Much of what an-instructionai deSigner does, but th0

instructional designer Is oriented more toward applica-

tions than toward formal research. Because CBE employs

new and unexplored technologies, however, instructional

designers may well turn up liluable research -data.

Staff with broad instructional design skills may be

hard to find: Some who have worked only in another medium

(e.g., programmed texts) may apply their experience immecii-

ately and directly, but be slow to adapt or develop techniques

effective for CBE.

Autho'r--

In these guidelines we have used the term "author" to

specify the individual who bears the largest personal responsi-

bility for the development of a lesson. The term "author"

has been applied to individuals in so many different roles

and with so vastly different ,skill.s that trying to' establish

a firmer definition of what an "author"' is does not seem to

be a profitable pastime. The next section describes seve!.al

93
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typical sources for authors, the adyantages and limitations

of e8Ch and their availability and/or ease -of recruitment

<110-t>.-7

- -Mapy-subject,matter exPerts--become authors by learning

the CBF language and be-ginning.to prepare lesson-material.,

liecaua6 betoming this type- of authOr requires only the qualifi-

CatiCh of- subject matter expertise, such staff are compare-,

tively 686y-to tind. However, SMEs aUffer_frtbm-at least two

a,hortcOmings Some of these author recrUita l!ind it difficult

to, learn to- program quickly and efficiently. 'Others, lacking-

experience-with teaching students-or with the development of

i=nstructional -Materialst may-Create lessons which tell Tether

than- teach f6.1., their lesSons are non=interactiVe page

turn-ing.. They-may have-to rediscover for themselves the-

-principlea of effective, efficient inStruction

Some authors are instructors mho have-been taken from

the claastoom and taught the CBE-language. 14uipped-with

-knowledge about teaching, and about the student 15COulatiOn,_

they are more valuable and- perhaps more expensive than aMF6.,

For :example, "robbing" the classrobm of its experienced staff

may-not increase financial costs but will exact-other costs

in other ways. TorMer instructors share many.of the poten-

tial -problems of the subject matter experts discussed
.

above. HOwever, their familiarity with the students iS an

asset that will allow them to avoid some of the difficulties.

Authors who retain some traditional instructor duties may

receive valuable information and insight from their dual role

<2C1.2, 2C3.17.

Authors who are primarily programmers can learn

language rapidly and produce their first products well ahead

-of other kinds of author staffs. They may.have a different

under - standing of what a "finished" lesson is, however, since

revision of programming for esthetic or educational purposes

_
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is not a- familiar concept. Though it is-common to teach the

CBE language to subject matter experts and instructors, it is

unusual to- teach programmers the Subject matter or instruc-

tional Resign (except when the skillsare rather basic and

can be quickly taught). Thus programmers have this funda-
,

mental weakness: they tend to design well- written- programs,

which fail to teach effectively. Conscientious programmers

May find they have to spend a large part of their time con-

sulting with SMEs or instructors, rather than programming

It is- unusual to use evaluators or instructional

designers as authors. They are ordineril.Y too hard to- find

and oo-expensive for this- purpose.

-Lest the reader come to the conClusion that effective

authors cannot be found, we should point, out- that most of the

shortcomings of the various typesof authors listed above can

be eliminated or alleviated by selecting a site- staff with

balanced abilitjes and a director who can coordinate the

Sharing of these talents. The purpose of this section is to

make a project director aware of potential staff weaknesses.

Other Positions

Programmer. The number of programmers needed depends

on the degree to which_ authors are expected to program their

own materials. In the case of highly-paid professionals

(e.g., M.D.'s, lawyers) or manually-oriented technicians

(e.g., machinists) .it is probably more cost-effective to

consider employing programmers rather than training the

ZMEs to become proficient programmers. At the beginning of

any new project, when the staff is new and inexperienced,

there is often a great ne(d fbe prograffiming skill. As the

project or group -ges, the ratio of programmers to subject

matter experts may decrease (although the total site
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-,experttse in prograv_Ing_has increased). When SPIEs do none

af* the first:draft programMing, a rat -to of two or three

.prograMmers per SME has-bt-t:m ,suggested ty several project

3131.1, 3B1i4i 1112.2.

Proctor. EVen when a project tS-too small to juSttfy-

such- a position, -the responsibility for thiS duty should be

unambiguously asSigned.... *For example, rather than -stating;

thiat any -staff member present in theroom is to act as a

proctor, destgnate one staff-member for specific days of the

week or bOurs-of the day.

8dbject matter experreviewer. Persuadtrig non-CBE

_staff to- act as reviewers aamtring_maty: benefit's-, Liaison

is facilitated, rumors are sqUelChed, lessons are improved,

and a feeling of working toward and meeting common goals is

promoted.

Editor. Though this may seem G rather small function,

-eXperienae shows thatunlesS the responsibility is assigned

to someone, small errors will greatly d7etrac't frot otheNtse

highly- respectable-lessons.

General Comment

Although this section hopefully provides site managers

-with_ some guidance toward Selecting a staff, it is very

-protable that one or more staff members will be selected who

are rather it lmpatible with the job responsibilities. This

i -s- especially ik'ely if the staff. members are new to CBE.

One should anticipate this problem and consider how to solve

or alleviate it. 9ecauge new authors' abilities with the cps

language and with instructional design are generally obvious

during training, it may he prudent to train mar, -1thors than

mill. 'ultimately be needed. Note that the final -lection

must be'carefolly handled to avoid bad feelings about not

being chosen.
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A selection ;process :which may avoid attaching -a Stigma
to P,eopie_ not selected invOlves: offering the training, to- all
members of an institution.. Spec-iai Invitations and. endourage-

.
r0ent can be: glif,en....tb_p_eo.p.l_e_w_h.o,Se ,baCkgrounds are -proMising-..
The trainees who learn quickly- and show early- potential to be
-good authors- can be offered to -be .suppotted by the. =CBE project.
Those ,performing less well can- be allowed- to continue without_
support While motking toward -their own teaching. -goals. Even

othoughmanyr,pe _ple are trained ,and- Only few-;_unstipPorted-
..

,trainees will continue., the- CBE training- serves_ to- familiar-
ite the staff of an- institution -with -the- techniques
Objectives .of
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FRACTIONAL APPOINTMEPTS

'This section could be summarized in one sentence: there
have: been toix:-fitan:y- fUll time -authors, and not enough' full time-
-directors :. Mow for an expansion_ of thisrterse -statement..
----kuthors. If current staff members are to Abe .- selected
and -transferred -tO a CBE group, it often- proves effeCtive
to- let theM keep, a fractional commitment to their former
,poittiorr. When course =improvement via_ the introduction- of
CRE is the objective-, such a staff member. Can' act as- 'abridge
between current instructors, and the CRE grOtapl If -an inStrUc-

'tor is involved part 'time- with CBE, he can abreast of
developments in the course and likewise build, student
slaSm and find volunteers -f6r leSSon. tryouts_. Depend-ing on,
the :potential .need for liaison, and' abilities_ of an instructor
t Oward- that end, it may -be -advisable to carry his-,full salary
but "-release- him, to work: part time in the- course. Contin=
ued- involvemen t and 'Commitment -to the-course- -are 1-161--pful for
"Ohoosing aPproprlate topics for ,maintaining rapport with
the rest_ of the instructors and- squelching any unPleasant
rumors' which -arise. Smile aUthorS ;have wiShed 'that they-had
duties in addition to those of writing CBE.. lessons- tecause-
they_ felt the need'for_oth.er .stimulation in order to-te

__Split appoihtnients-are -not_ wittout substantial probleMs,
however. Because CBE development is often less 'Structured
and _deadlines' aThe IesS firth, staff -with -split -appOintments
often- -find their teaching, or other- duties 'encroaching, on
-their CBE time. That is., tests- muSt be .Written and lab books
=must be graded. But- a CBE lesSon rev -ision: may be postponed_
_or- skipped:, and data analysts may be ignored or done in a cur-
zory 'manner. Therefore, it is advisable to_ set aside. and
enforce- separate time slots far each kind- of endeavor., Sepa-
rate Office iodations are often an aid.

.
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Wheh e-curriculum is being rapidly developed- by a. large

groUp,, the time needed for oardination within the _group is

typically so, large. that an author with-lets thametalftithe

400Ointment Makes little progress. (ThiS is not. true for.

Support Staff who need not attend all staff-meetings When

Independent modules areteing constructed by an instructor

fortis own course, a quarter- or third-time appointment is

Minimal. The topic. of .what fraction-of time is optimal for

-various staff pcisitions is treated` =at Considerable length

it <2C4-.1,_ 2C4.2, 2C4.1, 2C5.1, 2C5.2, 2C5,3>,

dDirectors. Pecaute good edMinistratiVe-staff are rare

and expensive, there is a tendendy to spread-their talents

too, thin. ;The director ought to have time to. regularly

see students .and staff wOrkink. -There should-bee staff

member (belied Airector, manager, supervisor, Coordinator,

14hatever) who oversees day-to,-day, poblems.: 1f -there are

more- than abOut 3 FTF:S or ,5 =people, that person .should' be

time mot half time (2B3=.1,
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TOUCHSTONES FOR STAFF sntcTION-

General -education- as evidenced by .academic degrees or Other

awards seems to. be 'helpful. A firm math, background makes

-ledrhing the CBE language easier.

Persons who have recently, been enrolled i.n. some- sort -of

torroI education classes- tend` more quickly learn About

CIE):E and toW to-Operate the terMinal.

Master teacher0 With 20 or more yearS7b experience have

been found to be inmalUable-soUrceS of-infOrmation about

ttudents, their prOblets, crisp examples, ScenartoS, etc

but Many of them find it difficult to learM to prOgrah.

ThSteed of ekpedting thento.tecOMe proficient in the-CBE

language, one .can explioit -their 'knowledge to ,organite_

content, suggest 1 -esson strategies and 'review, the final

-product,

A xeatly.deeded persbnality characteristic IS the ability

to take criticism-and to learn -thereby- -a sort of 'humility.

The Staff member whO portrays A "the customer is. alWayt

:Iright"' attitude-and encourageS ConttruCtive-oritictsm is` one

to choote,.* The presence, of such attitude,, ,can be judged

Tromt-he attitudes and practices Such as- the foll_owtng

Does the Candidate subMit only final-tyPed,Versior4 of
his papers and Memot for critiquing by colleagues (and
therebyzuggest that comments are -not really-wanted-Y1
Does the Candidate request critiques at all? Pre- revis,-
ions made on the basis- of them? Do. student comments on
test items cause improvements to be made? Are stUdeht
-comments taken serious]. y? As an instructor:, taS the
candidate ever Sought ,opinions of others about tow to
teach or .test a topic? Doe's the Candidate regUlarlY
revise AilleSsrooth handouts?

400
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Experience ih, teaching is naturally, a Valuable asset.- -Note

that experience in an individualtied teaching format

tUtoring, TAI -taPes programmed-instruction). is more. valuable

than ordinary' =classroom= experience (0iier, personal communi-

.Cation),._

Preparing- a_ CBE lesSon requires a great deal of terOhniCal

Writing. A candidate's SkilIS may be assessed by examining

took& and articles, letter& tests.,- and- direction& for lab

exercises,- for example, zhoUld also be examined tecauSe they

may beiudged=rmore -0a0---4'1Wf_094 reference to their subject.

matter -merit and, are -more, likely to- reflect the ability of

the candidate, unaided by editors. Of primary importance is

'Clarity; next is succinctness. Consider whether the candi-

=date seems- _to- be striving-, to impress- hi -s- audience or tO

cOmmUnicate.

Specifying the IeVel Of subject 11@tter ex,pertise IS Often

-diffiCult, A useful. rule of thubb (kvner, peiSonal

Communicationl is .thatthelesSon- author should be "One

4-1.001 higher" than- the studentS. Thus a person hcy just
. ,

completed a course is not. a -good: choice for author=ing, -a

lesSOn for that course. A recent student 6-an offer v*ry

valuable insights,, but not in the rote. of _the. :author,

'As a further -guide toward, -determining what -"one- level"

means, consider that high school .studeRts are considered

able to tutor grade school studertS, college -Students able

to teach .high school students,. In cases- where -degrees do pOt

apply, an estimate of two to -three years- of relevant field-

experience (_noi merely two to three-Yearssince training)

may be .equivalent. The- topic of students as authors

treated' in the 41e-xt section.
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41ISCELLANEOUS CONSIDERATIONS

Students as authors. In many academic situations, one

finds a- -talented Pool of relatively inexpenSive labor in'the-

stddents of the institution. .Por.a variety of reasons, the

students often adapt-more- quickly to the learning -of new

languages and the use of the CBE systeth,than do_the faculty.

In such a situation- Someone frequently suggests, "Why mOt

let the stddents.write the lessonsT"'

If prOgraMminft GFIE lessons were ideptidal to-wr.iti °ng

CBE .lessons, there mould Ale mo;.probIem. 'However unless

the students haVe Sufficiently more-backgroun&than the

*course they are Writing- for, they arelikely

culty orfonizimt the Material- in any way different from-that'

in which they-were taught:- Thus juniors and-seniors_mtght

write freshman/sophomore level leSsons, but faculty ,should

write lesSons for the juniors and Seniors. -Singe most StU-

dents-are available half time or less, the problets Moted,

nreViously for -part-tiMe-Wor.k-are present. Furthermore, the

,previOuS SuggestionS about the advantages-of _part=time

eMployeeS -assumed,that the rest of the employee's time teas

spent in an activity which- Complemented- the authoring taskS;

this is unlikely to be true for a student. Finally, exper=

ttse built up in- students will be lost -by gradUattonS

'unless It cam be transferred to other Students or permanent

Staff <2C1:1 2C1-4, 3C1A, 3C3.1>.

On the bright side, the low cost -of stujent.labor,

its availability mayfmake-sO'Targe ,ajia-Yo-ff that the -risk6

.are .reasonable. It 'will, no doubt `be a valuable learning

experience for the student, and a student may be able to

introduce and teach faculty, about programming more quickly

and easily than-otherwiSe possible:. However, student- written

iessons,will probably need- extensive revisions before they

are ready for elaSsrooM use.
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StUdents' abil=ities -to rapidly -acquire profidiency With

computer- languages prov -ide a resource to be. tapped' in. `two

ways.. First, StUdentS cam-be nicely used as. programmer's in-

on -site projects. Second, students -can kindle the interest

-Of their instructors W14 thereby Start new -projectS, For

example, several university sites whidh require every student.

programmer to-have a faculty sponsor have found-that a major-

ity of their new faculty users are peciple whose interest

-was aroused by "being a sponsor -<3,p2'._>. One 'project Which

paired studentS with professors-to produce lessonSwa&able

-to-achieve very low _production casts and smile remaekably good

Le&son8 (Grimes, 1975),.

Matching Tank and role. It'i&-impoetent to- match- the.

Tank, position, and salaries of 'staff meMbeTs to their TOles--.

especially_ for :support Staff. Far example, Arben ihttedctional

designer.S or programmers are _held- in low- esteem by Virtue of

their lack of forMal'ilStanding their inbuts :(no matter hoW

valuable) tend_ .to. -tie brushed aside.. This Situation. can -arise

-easily when the subject matter exper -ts are eZbenSive,brofeSS=

ibnalt such as lawyers, etc. Neither full-professors

11(5r four -star -geneeaiS have the breadth of knowledge to

ignore comments from support staff. Unfortunate-L , they may

-haVe authority- to do -so <2C2.4)-.

IT possible, the e-m(5st experienced and lualifiefi: instruc-

tional designerS -or evaluators should: ha=ve a higher rank thank

the apthorS. In several .projects where this hierarchy: was

TeVersed, the effeCt was detTibental.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR AN- AUTHOR TRAINING PROGRAM

,Give the new .author a. student Signon to a list of lessons

which must be completed with a passing sCorel ,Make sure the

list includes both good and Door examples of CBE. This is

a first step for promoting the author's empathy for the

student.

If possIble, pair -up a new trainee with an experienced

and -Successful author. If no "old hands" are available,

Pair up two new authw and/or, a:_non-CBE colleague: Set :up a

Sche46ie so that' .the group Meets two to three times per week

to go over progress, probIemS, and ideas. Verify that meet-

ings take place for the first several months. The important

point here is that the author grow accustomed, to regularly

showing and sharing ht's plans and products with others. This-

series of planned meetings will hoOefully avoid the "hermit

Nauthur" -phenomenon.

Adv,ise new authors-to expect that they will have to try their

lesson Materials on Students at early and regular intervals.

The first trial should come no later-Wan eight weeks after

the bginning, of training. Authors Cannot restrict their

learning to- formal sources such as Manuals, consultants, and-

research reports. They must also learn from contact with

students. Encodrege or force authors to test incomplete seg-

ments -of lessons.

Insist that the first lesson be "finished" or set aside and.

the-second lesson started after two 'to three months. Encour-

age -authors to prepare written .(especially on-line) notes and

comments as part of their preparation for- reviewing other

authors' lessons.

..1,
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Have the instructional desigher work with every "author- at

least Once: a week. When student testing begins, the evalua-

tor Ishot4 join the. meeting. (to suggest data' "collection.

interpretation techniques),

Provide access to on -line typing lesSohs for authors Who

are hot touch typists. (These lesson6 are not ordinarily

needed, by StUdehtS, however.)

Provide the new author with. 0 -repertoire of kn6wn, tested

strategies and instructional design apprOadhes. Sudh

reperto ire can allow-a novice to -develop- high ,quality' lessons,

rather _quickly.

. If training dam be given at a major CBE -' center, make Sure-

that: authors visit operating classrooms; staff _meet-pOten=

tial on-iline colleagues, revieWerS,_ etc.;, -staff :Meet various

sYstell-Eontultant&, maintenance staff, busineSS office staff,

evaluators, atc._; authorS, instructional designers, and

evaluators Visit the CBE center's! library to find books and

journal' suggestions for their hote

Concentrate the introduction to CBE and language training in,

as short amount of time as possible. Although it is possible

to teach about CBE at a rate of two to three hours per week,

it is far more efficient to schedule a concentrated- course

Lsduring a vacation period or even a marathon weekend- (with

follow-up training at a slower. pad-e).

It is preferable, that projeat Objectives, content decisions,

responsibilities, course revision plans, etc, be settled

cOMpletely before training starts. The period after initial

training is a good time to review such decisions, but too

1o5



-much tite spent then -dulls enthuSiasm and allows forgetting

of recently - learned programming. skills-.

If -staff experienced in CBE can be employed as consultants,

the beSt time to have them is during planning period. If

they are familiar with the ipecitic CBE system to be implemen-

ted, they should be employed during the first weeks foile4ing

training.

It some staff arrive early or have free time prior to train -

ng access. to CBE terminals), they should be °directed to

prepared written reviews of existing materials in their con-

tent field. These should not be done from- a "browsing" or

"can=I-use-it" perspective, tut rather as critiques of good

and bad styles, things to emulate ,and things to avoid.

If the 'Staff is- ealposed of members -who retain their- home

departmental affiliations, efforts to= foster a group- spirit

are useful. Seminars with guest speakers, luncheonS. etc.,

might be- considered.

If high qUaYity lessons written, at another site- would be

useful for students in the target course(s ), try to begin

to use them as soon as possible. By using well-tested

lessons- from another site, new authors will get a- feeling

for how a class should react to their- lessons after they are

polished.

Note: Additional specific recommendations for author training

on the PLATO IV system are found in Francis (1976).
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MANAGING 'FORMATIVE DEVELOPMENT (PRODUCTION. STEPS)

.The folldWing are commonly- observed- problems at CBE

deVe14Ment sites.

Colleague ,reviews. As mOted by Francis -, Goldstein, &

Call-Himwick (1975) and=CallHimwidh (1976), authors have

tendel'to wait too lank before showiftg their leSSons to

colleagues for a formal or informal review. in some cases,

when reviews did take plate, =problemsand errors- noted during

the= review were nevertheless left-unrepaired,

erenqes -cited above_ contain- detailed suggestions -for,encoUr
_ -

aging positive, constructive on -site or off -site reviews-of

lessons

Student testilk. Left to-their own 'instincts, inekperi-

enced authorS also tend to wait far too long before testing

lessons -or lesson: segments on students. They ,alvisys have

"just-one more display" to finish tefore;getting student

feedback..- Firm managerial control can avoid the -problemS

associated with too much-author effort WithOut Student

feedback <1113-.1, :4E12,2, 4B2=.11, 4E12.5, 4B2-.6>.

Student:responSe,data. Most iuthars Colleet sufficient

high-quality data- about their lessons to provide-a-very
.

valuable baSIS for leSsori raVision. However, because. some of

the techniques for analysis: are-new to them and- because the

storage space availableseldot-ailowS a lei- surely inVestliga,

tion of -the data, some authors adopt. a "print-and-Stackw

philosophy. in -order to preserve the data, they get printouts

Of it, then delete the on -line ,0014. Although this procedure -

-is preferable' to simply deleting the data, it often lulls the

author into feeling his -job is- done-. He may intend to

examine the data Someday, but- in fadt, that rarely, happens.

The hSrdcopy version is not computersearchable,and the

author!S memory and enthusias6 for correcting-'problems

.1.08
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diminishes- with time-. Soon all he has is a stack of ,Paper.

The ,Manager of a, site must not only- allow time'foiT examina-

=tion- of ,data but alsO _tOst see that a site staff'meniber

:experienced in: using student- reSporite data .gOides other

aUthOrt in the .106 and. interpretatio'n' of their data '(Franais

A: 'Weaver , 1977) -002,

Revision. The above three topict: deal- with various

aspects of Obtaining fedback about lestons to enable the

author to make, an effective and efficient revision Of the

,Md0h, of 'the effectiveness of CBE is -possible

because of the- tapid, specific feedback available from-

student tryout$, For strategiet: and, topics where" :the. Medium

ciffettl,rio extraordinary advantage, one must expect, that 'the

fir. st version of a leston will be -no :better :(and

:p0orer)' than- the ,same material in a, conventional medium.

'Hoi:?Oet, by obtaining and using tile- ,feedback. available an

uthor -can. Continually- improve the CBE letson until it is

:superior to' a _similar lesson written in a- medium without

such thorough, sonsitive feedbaek (Calk-Himviieh A .5teinbetg,

1977):,

'In most other Media, revisions are difficult to mike

('eSPecially. after "publication"), data is more expensive to

collect and analy,te, and revised forms appear at intervals

of four to six years... With CBEf_e_adh new class- offert the

'potential for testing a =nevi revised version with relatively

little-effort.

It may be helpful:: to suggest to authors that they view

a lessom as an hYpothesit- about how to teach the' material.

-hypothetip-may-be' found, false or in need -of mod ifidation

withOut criticism of its_ formulator. Considering a lesson

,as "hypothetis de-emphatizes the Hu-Ind -' -em out," one-shot

Trod6ction _mode which some authors too readily- adopt.
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Lesson integration:. The foethalities of listing -and

testing prerequiSites,. Standardiiing terminalogy,:ceosS-

rrefeeenci:ng, and coordinating lesSan content -are often

lreeivedta be rather tothersame and unimportant to an

author "being creative" witivCBE, HoweVer, unless these

topkCS,,:are atteadedt0,:the result :Will be difficult, to mold=

Into a-CureiOulum_and will remain just a collection of'-tapics

-,on =:6-sUbjeet.

StandaedS- The need for lesson standards -and lesSon

documentation has been diSeussed in parI. Qnfoetunotely,

such standardS arefrequently.outlined, discussed, and

,adoilted-at the, beginning,-Of a-project-but ignored- even after.

Production goals. All the previous items might be

=solvabl if authors -could be given additional time to prepare

=each. lesson.- Although realistictimeItnes-are essential,

'both aver,-geneeous tiMe allocations -anc -the. lack Of short-

term-goals are -a disSerVide to developers -and a .waste, of

resources..

CBE suffers from a lack of reliable production- yard-

stickS: any two lltopics, " "teaching- paints," or "objectives"

cam-differ widely im the effort needed to convert them into

an effedtive, efficient CBE lesson. "Student contact hours

produced" iSao better a measure bedause it rewards the

production- of long-winded, inefficient materials: Neverthe-

JesS, a manager must set goals and deadlinea.tor authors,

estimating the difficulty of the taskS and the-abilities of

the author. It is difficult, but necessary,, to strike-a-

balance. -between a too-.rigid enforcement of deadlines which

frustrates authorsand lowers qbaiity and a too-relaked

observance of undefined- goaismhich may allow some authors to-
_

.Make a career of a single lesson.

Liaison- Liaison problems often drive authors into

Seclusion: it is easy -to imagine a committee-haggling over
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the -content Or e. lesson-, coUrte, eta. Normally an instruc-
tor -simply teaches as -he wishes even though fellow instructors
may 'teach somewhat differently. This "leaVe me alOney So I;
can do it_ my :way'! approach -works' reasonably well in a lecture
_format -where the instructors are COmpetent and are responsi-
ble for all-the teaChing. -However, such an attitude in -a,
multiple-author .project .means the leSsons may ,nOt be.Coordi-
riated; in a one4person .projecti it -means that few other
instructors will ever- take advantage-of the large courseware
development effort made= _by, the author.
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CLASSROOM i4ANAGEMENT

41,

To what extent will recreational uses permitted?

Site directors:- usually, answer thiS,question: "To the

iextent that-recreational uses Aoh4t interfere with other
uses.'" The follow=ing-:suggeStiant,are an attempt to-pdt this

general answer into a -Specific;. practical format so that

',seriOus workers takimg-a -break will :not: _feel :guilty, but

-mph,!OrodbotivedSers will no.t compete with -:Or detract. fedni-

-Site operatiOnt ancifgaais:

Terminals. If there are recreational users present,

there shoUld-alWays te at least one additional terminal free

.p!ithat a ,poteptial_Uaer daetnot have to dislodge a ,rearea-

tionai user andior -wait ta;taveTthe user finish. because

game-Players-May switch- -to{ -uses when asked

to. leave, and because priority users -may. leave-,rather than

con-front a recreational user.; the "waste" of a free terMinai

must be tolerated- "by Sedondrpriorityuters. If a site i&

(mord than 12 terminels_T it has Often beemfaund-

approOriate to; have two Or more vacant terminals mtehever

recreational users are present. A tite=paiicy regarding

terminal use can be partially- implemented on the ?LAT° System-

-via the !'current usage controller" or -CU-.

,ECS usage. The use of lessam storage. space (ECS) can

also.te Controlled, by the CUC of the PLATO -system. Users

working in their awn lesson spaces cam, however, consume

space that would be used-ty high priority users, were. it

available. Therefore. the site prObtor of a Aeneral.=servide

site -must regularly check the contents of unfamiliar lessons,
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Noise and,clutter. It has-been.- widely observed` that

recreational-users tend toAlave a variety of habits -wh-ich

may -be bothersome. to other _users.: For -example, many gamez

require, or encourage rapid banging on keyseta. -Because

recreational users are frequently limited .'to late -night and

earlymorningHhOurs, food wrappers, bOttles, and other debris

may accumulate neat the terMinat&

Opinion- and impression,. 'Ono-Of the:greateSt :detriments

caused by ekcetsive,recreatiOnal,use is that people-who are

casually acluainte-&-With: a site'may begin to associate ,CBE

-with- recreational use:, Ton=zeriou$

endeaVOr. Fortunately, this _negative lmptesSiom, is usually

formed only when game -playing Is -ekcessiVe to the

_)ractiOal excluSiof more legitimate uses); the occasional

_useOr recreational prOgtamaa0 a diversion by hard-working

Ztaff seldom leaves a ta&Impression,

Who can-give demonstrations ?. When,May they 1?er

zcheduled? Can Zite resources (Such as -terminal's) be

teaetved or given Priority during demonstrations?

Because of the _novelty of CBE, there is a tendency by

site staff and higher administrators to "Showlt off"- rather

frequently. :Unless_ this tenTency iz controlled :and Managed,

a-large' amount of resources can .be- spent Without furthering

the objectives Of the proSeat or Site,. At one site in_ our

,expettence-, the entire staff lost a day's-work preparing,

waiting for, and' re- hashing the-Outcome-of each-demonSttation.

A separate demonstration-Toom.mith_ a limited=1;ength,ztanard

_demonstration is a _partial solution to this problem.

113
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MAINTAINING STAFF' moR4E

The following is a list of suggestions for rewarding

individual staff members. It is often desirable to grant

small, non - monetary rewards for hard work, competence, or

other exemplary habits. Like students, staff members respond

to -positiyeteedback. The list below includes tasks which

provide strong internal rewards and thus eontribute to

overall job satisfaction .and also management actions wthich

can provide reinforcing feedbaak to empioyees.

If a- lesson is- working reSonably the author :generally:

gets. an ego-boost -each-time students use it. The student

and: instructor- comments will alWaYS include -a feWnewoothpli-

iilentS and the- (hopefully): rather minor correcti=ons needed

Will remind the author of .just tot.; ;polished, the 1-esSOn-haS

beaOtie,._

The- reSpect Of cdfleagueS is-Sought after by staff in all

f_.fields. The PLATO, system Offers an additional .dimension:

on- line- colleagues. Because of the-PLATO system's domMUnica.,

tiOn features, it is -possible to tecome acquainted without

ever meeting taoe-to-face. This allows a relatively:inexpen-

sive-Method for exchanging iprofeSsional opinions ,and,findin&

-additio0a1 users for courseware:. Since, it is a-complithent to

haV'e one'-s courseware in -use in Wide Oiroles, the PLATO sys-

tem's geographical dispersion ;provides vucoast-tocoast6

vehicle for rewarding the authOr;

Recognition- of the, contributions of staff can be made-on the

title page of a lesson; in site brochures, reports, and pro-

posals; and in references and co-authorshipS for journal

articles.
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For most staff; it -it a compliment_ to be _asked: to give- a
rdemonstraticini of the ,CBE _system and the courseiware of the
site. Giving dembnstrationt (or speeches): or- 'being a 'prOject
-representative at meetings ,carries a reward in PropOrtion. to
_the retpOrisibility the task requiret. A smaller but still
Substantial reinforcement i's given when a staff member-s
lesson is bied.'by Someone else _for demonstrations.

Lesson reviews, bedaute of their basic nature tend to be dit!-
Couraging_ to' receive. The most important ,way of _reducing__
the negative -aspects -of lesson- reviews is to avoid _giving
an author a- review_ -which-:suggests ,massive revisions-. This

can -"be. done -by providing. frequent -, Careful. -Monitoring -of` the
content and instructional detign- Several short reviews
thrOughoUt the development -of the lesson -are more 'useful and
more palatable than a massive review at the end-.

lieleasing, scarce resoUrdes such as _signont and "lesson -8)40e
-for -personal use- by "staff members (c5r- their fa:Mill-es.) is; a--
tUbstantial -reward.

More than in -most environments, the work that. one -d-oes on a-
CBE system_ can be perforMed- at ,any ,ioUr of the- day. if
ordination, requirements- are low, it may be possible to offer
extremely 'flexible working schedules. In .because the-
-potential flexibility obvious to all, 'failure to offer
-it- may produce -dittOntent.
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EVALUATION ISSUES

`The .two Obvious, directions :for an evaluation are- a

coMparison- of \the_ -CBE-,materials against a pre - established

-goal :or their -comparlSon, to .an existing situation.,

Non -comparative. Evaluations

The well-known -diffiOUltieS!of insuring exactly
lent conditions fOr a."-new vs. old" compariSon leads some

_people to _Make a "new vs. goal" evaluation. That is,-rather

-than-than Comparing the 'neW-CBE :mat 'to the-traditional non-

-C,BE course-, they-Measure the extent, 't6 which_ the _CBE, Materials

Met the objectives 'stated. -Seime people feel that they can

thuS avoid Setting up- ai complex research design-, dispense

with the interpretation: of _statistical, analySes, and generally

eliminate the -hypotheSes, aSSUMptiOns, Control groUps, and

detailed reports. associated- with a "formal compar=ative

analysis. " They replace theSe difficult and time-conSuMing

prodedUres ,with production or operating gOals and then merely

deterniine "if they made it.-"

For ekatilplei -under thiS mode of Operation, objectives

Might. be to- "produce 10 role-_conflict simulations" or "teach

TOO Students- to use the Wheeler=WittOn apparatus each year

via CBE."' The- evaluation of the- latter, projects Seems' simple:

one determines i -f the simulations have _been, written- or if the

-students have completed the lessons7.

Although- this form of evaluation may be appropriate.

-during the early stages of an eVal,Uation its use as a sole,

Sumniative 'measure is shortsighted. One simply -cannot avoid

a comparative evaluation. 'CoMparisOns may 'be -made with

little- basis and teW facts,, but Students, Colleagues, and

administrators 4414 decide: Was it worth the 'effort?,

Should we icontinue?, etc. Skeptics may suggest, 'alternative

1.16
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uses_ -for the monetary and personnel resources, use of a
different CBE' system or a=tOtally non...63E)nedium, ado-Pt-ion- of

a different curricular or 'instructional ;design -philOsO_Phy,
or -imtilementation -under different ConditionS. For exathple .a
site May "successfully" -create- its -10 simulations-, only to
find them. challenged as unrealisti6_-,n-st)requiring, CBE,_ or

boring.. Or the -simulations-may ,be- ,respected=,, bUt tou
expensive -to -support:

,lleca-Use adMinistrators in some engineering)
-rday be used to accepting- as "success" the -fact that something
-riew--has been:--fOund, or created, they- -may -a-1,10W -"Meets the

objectives!' evaluations initially.. However-, compariSona with
!alternatives are ultimately inevitable.: -Theref-re,,becaUse
,O:f this inevitability, project -staff should -be encouraged to
-g-ather -information- and prepare an evaluation so 'that the
ipredittable evaluation questions Can be_an-swered' on the -basis
of well- documented facts rather than on Speculation.

Comparative Evaluations

The _watchword,' for making comparative evaluations_ is
(what else -!- -) "objectives.`" Unless: you carefully -consider
the objectives Of the ev_aivation;, you may- be saddled, -with,

One of"- `several common problems.
The firSt _probleM is trying to measure --(and- compare)

,everything. =As-noted in the discussion in part I -there- are

-a -_-multitude, of comparisons that can, be made. Ohly .a few are
'relevant and ithpartalit in each. situation.- ii@tilde than

Spreading an evaluation 'effort too. -thin in order to measure:
many. parameters. one should-examine the objectives of the
evaluation to determine 'which-'measuremerits. are critical,
and concentrate on those. -set Or-contingency Plans for
the evalUation should. -be--drawn -up simultaneously.
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The :Second _problett is often- found- t.o,'be- -111:lusor_y
after it is investigated, but it nevertheless produces gresat
frustration until that time Here is the :apparent dilemma:
If ,use- CBE-to, _teach 'toTfACS in the way you Used : to, you-
=havenz't exploited -it S potential rand it 'will -probably not he
cost-effective for most applicationS.. -However, -in this
situation the 'teSting, is ,comparatively simple .: you can use
the same tests that were used before_ for -03,E=taught Student-S._
On the other hand,_ if-You 7uke- -CBE 1-eSSOnS teach_ at .6,
higher -cognitive le_vel via simtiT-ationsi me;tieling, i-ole-
,plaYing and _other- techniques whioh., require a- CoMpUter, ydi!
have two ,choices with respect to testing If you use the old
re-CBE tests, -they, will be a fair ,Ortitiari8on, for the

original topics, but will not indioate, that students taught.
Via -CE may have, learned, new, high-level 'skills.. If You,
write a new test -Which measures the high-level or CET.-taught _

it will not be-,possible- to compare result -S frOM---the

tWo, different teSts. It is not fair- to give the new test to
students taught withOUt the CBE -1-e4ons IbecaUse the 'CBE-
-taught -students would have an unfair' advantage.

The way out Of the above. -dilemma is ,cpattirally) to
re-rexamine the project ObjectiVes -to antWer the -f011owing'
questiOn:- -"Are the old _objectives satisfaCtorry, as they-stand
(and- are you thus looking for an improvement ir teaching'
techniques-, motivation; retention,, etc.) or- are, the objectives
in-adequate or obsolete? If -the, old tests are good' -testS of
the Objectives and are zr enable-, -they -should, be kept-. If the
objectives- have changed' or if -the- -old exams do- not ,adequately
measure them, -test development 'is needed_.,

Evaluating "C.BE"

It should be noted that it is very difficult to "test
the effectiveness of CBE itself" apart from the lessons,
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Strategies, and, implementation of the CBE system. This

is ,another way of saying that CBE is -a-mediUM, not a treat,-

ment. One can evaluate the ability of a CtESystem to allow
various teaching strategies and kinds of lessons, _ and to
facilitate particular implementations, but most other evalu-
-ation- questions depend on the way in- which the lessons' were
iwritten or Implemented: Thus the question, -"bid= the *CBE

system increase, the student _scores?" shotild- be rephrased,
"-Did- the lessons written for the Ci3E:systetn. inorease student_
scores?" As -reformulated-, the -question- suggests the possi-
_bility that another set of lessens- Might have .dOne a better
-or 'poorer job Of inc-reasing stUdent,:sCores. It thus ciarifteS,
the focus of the evaluation_ and .hopefully prevents post hoc
speculation about whether the reSulis were- -obtained- because-
6X or .in spite, of th'e- CBE ituplerrientation.

S.
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THE PROJECT MANAGEFOS liST OF WARNING SIGNALS

The director of a CBE TrOject and _the zuperviSor of such

.a = director -should both h-be alert for "smoke" 'that indicates

-Smoldering "fires" within a CBE AeVlopMent effort. The list

asSembledbeloVi-is not Complete, but is -useful both- -as it-

Stands;and bedatise- it ,suggests other,danger-signals.

If touch input, microfiche,, and audio output are incorporated

into, lessons, but are not used-when testing- the student, their

us-6 may be trivial, and decorative only. If these features

:ar4 needed to teach, they arer normally also needed for test-

ing. Similarly, les sons which use -animations, simulations,

and case studies to teach probably need these techniques to
-

test. If they =do not; a brief investigation may be,

warranted.

microfiche images and drawings are presented with no

quedtions to check the students understanding of 'them (e.g.,

"Here is a framis") the high cost of producing these illus-

trations is not being recaptured by making-effective use

of them. Likewise, check to see if expensiva drawings,

attachmen;s,, and .recordings =are being used- more than once.

Can a drawing that costs $250 to create- and reprodude be

justified if students view it for only a Sew s6conds?

If you, can complete a lesson by succe-ssiveiY- trying each

multiple choice answer 'or by entering nonsense answers- until

yoil get the correct answer, the quality and validity of 'the

lesson should be examined -. Clearly, a student -'s completion.

-
of such a leSson indicates little unless the lesson is

followed by a comprehensive test. For.most_students, lessons

with 11:?athS of least resistance" such ,as those outlined above

prbduce- robot-like behavior but little learnilg.
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If student response and area summary data are not examined
within a week or two after they are. collected, and are merely
stored .on =line or printed, out and stacked for later ;revision,
there are serious questions about the, ,effeCtiveness and
'effidiency of leSSon revision. It is a- -simple ,matter to ask
-an author a few queStions shortly after students' haVe- Used. a
lesson he' wrote: It is appropriate to ask, to see whei'e the
data- is, -what analYses have been Made, and what -changes- have
been incorporated- int:), the lessOn. Other -useful inquiries'
Are:, 'ullow long, does it take- to look through that data ,on-
line?", ".Do you analyze -each student run ? ", arid: "What changes=

have you :Made- on the basis of student response data ?"

'student notes or -coninients file is .normally attached to a
lesson, or to course- in order to gather student suggestions
-about a lesson. Reviewing these comments cab- be insightful.,
though_ -all comments- _Cannot_ be taken: at-face value. If -some

of the _suggestions -have, baSTs or 'merit,. a _diScUSSion -of the
student views with-.the author may:. indicate the- author's'

- -view .toward students -. The presence of authors who ignore
student comments out of hand_ indiCates :significant problems.

By asking. an- author about the topic and status of lessons
written by his op,Lleagues, :y-Ou may- be able to simultaneouSly
make two observations. -Fit-St, the author's answer indicateS
the level of involvement he has with others, ,e.g., if the
author has become a hermit. Second, it indicates the- level
Of inter-colleague reviewing. .Note that the question should
not forCe the author to render an .opinion about, the quality
Of the rest of the staff, just ,what they are doing'. Also,- it
may be usefUl to ask the author if he has reviewed any
partially-completed_ lessons. Authors who are requesting
re-views -during (rather than :after) d'Fielorimeht should be
reinforced for this action.'
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If._several_- months -after training, an -author cannot, explain
why he is writing objectives or -documenting the lesson, fur-
ther training and guidance :are _needed: Likewise, if an author
cannot show-the orderl-y relationship 'between- the objectiveS,,
the test, and the --body of his- lesson, the manager must reluc=
tantly. conclude that the instructional deSign, -training hasn't.
been ,understOod or accepted`.

'The number of students WhO can be handled by -a single proctor
is a_ good indicatium of the degree of polish of the lessons.
Though "- polished" lessonS are not necessarily good lessotisi
any Lessons Which -have :been used by more than- 50 students :and
which ,still require heavy proctoring ("fewer than 12 Students
Per proctor) are probably not getting the attention they
need,.

'T-here ,a- set of commonly-=used- computer .routines on the
P_LATO:_SYsteth whkt is-call=ed- the -"library'." authorS of 3-
o-,6- months of experience don't know -of -the existence- or the
contents of the "library,." -they ,may 'be spending_ time re-
inventing routines that -are- rairea-dy -available. A :review, o_f
_on-line resources is appropriate.

A- list of all the lesSonS being- or in use foun-d,

on the PLATO systein- in -the "catalog." lessons.. To be sue
that authors are not ignoring already-available courseware,
-a manager Should ask the author about other- materials avail-
able in the subject area, the relationship of thOse materials-
to lessons currently being developed- by the aOthor, and the
:feasibility of incorporating segments of aiready-Written
lessons into 'new; materials.

i22
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MISINTERPRETATIONS

Two misinterpretations have been observed often enough

to warrant warning site managers about them.

Some authors misinterpreted the zealmith.Which-CERL

instructional design eenSultants promoted data collection,,

Use of answer- judging; rather- than .multiple ehoicei_and- indlu-

sipm of feedback for specific wrong_ _ answers -. They felt: =these

things were being -promoted by -CERL staff because CERL-wanted,

,,powerful featureS of the system exploited- for, organizational:

glory- In: feet the-CERL_staff felt that these Were funda-

-Mental. featOre5_-(not &Sete-rid ones} and that if,suCh,features-

Were available, but unused, there was little justification or

;need for eMpioyiMg a-tedium-as expenSiveaS CBE.. Only

,through -use of the Powerful software features can one justify

using CBE.

luthorS- misinterpreted reviewers,- critiques -of the

poSitioning of text, arrows,, and feedback :as well as their

implementation of touch panel input.. Authors tended -to

regard these issues as unimportant esthetic oonSideratiens.

They felt that se, long-at the subject matter was present and

accurate, there was little Meed for further revision. Im

faet, CERL and other- groups- have accumulated- substantial

evidence to indicate 'tha't- one can efficiently "hide " infor-T

matron on the screen by placing it incorrectly and that

casual implementation of features_ such as touch can- signifi-

cantly reduce test scores (Avner, personal communication;

V- enezky, R., Bernard, L., -Cbicone, S., & Leslie, R., 1975).
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POTENTIALLY-COST-EFFECTIVE USES- OF _CBE, AND PLATO

A CBE system itself is neither cost-effective nor non-

cost=effective. It is only/ the uses to which the- system is

put that determine cost-effectiveness. To guide new sites

and projects towards uses of the CBE 'system which are more

likely than average to be cost-effective, we have prepared

the suggestions telow.

Simulations of expensive training equipment (including hard-

ware simulators) have been found to be cost- effective'

(Crawford, Hurlock, Padilla & Sassano, 1976).

It is a mistake to AiSdard all conventional teaching materials

_and- replace with CBE lessons. 'Often-workbooks,. film-

stripS, video tape&, or progratmed,texts can be supplemented

with -CBE: By supplementing, iligh.development costs are

avoided-, the high cost of:equipment and material s continues

to be- amortized, and' the rate of preparation and- Validation__

-Of, the improved instruction is increased;. For example, if a

video4aped training Movie haS become incomplete and obsolete

after three yearS .(Or i -f students -don't seem- to completely

Comprehend it), the tape could be followed with a short CBE

lesson which covers a bit of new material and corrects some

obsolete nomenclature. 'Then-an interactive quitover toth

the tape and the -OBE supplement could .be- administered. Even

if some comparatively expensive tpE_ahimaions miast'be pro-

grammed, that may be cheaper than re-shooting-the entire

video tape, -_Because many "home-made" training movies forgets

to- point outa mechanism,---note 4t1 exception, or focus

attention at the right time ang-place, they sometimes fail

short of their potential. A small investment in supplemental

CBE training might'thus yield large instructional benefits-.
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-because of the PLATO system's high flexibility, it May-be

adVantageous to design: -other computer teaching systems or

instructional materials On PLATO, even if the final product

IS to be delivered by a less Sophisticated coMputer-oe-medi-

am. TOr example; the, evaluation_ and validation .of" instruc=

tional-materials, (including tests) may require several itera-

tionS ,of-product developMent the Aatherim and analysis

of substantial data, and the Preparation of detailed"-docu!.

10entatioM and-reports. It may-be cost - effective todo all

development Work on a PLATO system, then: Print the-mater-

ials in final, -validated' form ;as- conventional or :programmed

texts-. Similarly, a -CMI system -capable-of being iM-pleMented

on a mini-,cOmpOter might be .better -deSigned on a powerful

,computer such as the PLATO _system, than converted. for the

smaller, cheaper computer. By using the PLATO, system initial-

,some options Which ,would be difficult to install on the

mini-compUtee CouId.teithOlemented: only those options which

were found to haVe great value would Ultimately be installed

on the mini-computer

When -group pading is being used with conventional mateeial8

and -media, it may be cost effective to ,provide indiVidUalized

remedial training for slow memberS_Of the leoup during evening

lir free hOurS. 'Since in groups pacing the speed of the group,

is set by the slowest member-, a relatively high Cost for a

few-students -can be offset -by the.- .savings of several hours by

all temberS;of the class.

Similarly, when costs -for drop-outs are high, remedial courses

via CBE_maybecoSt-effective. fm-some circumstances it -may

be possible to Combine two courses teachingthe same topic

to students with different backgrounds (-e.g., With and without

a strong math tackground)-ty- providing an individualized

supplement for some of the students.
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There are two approaches for analyzing the question:' "What

size Course it optimal for CBE lesson implementation?"' By

focusing oh deyelopthent costs, one can show that a course

'which has Many students can more quickly amortize these

costs. By focusing on delivery costs, one can-demonstrate

that instructor costs for small classes are very high and an

easy target for cost effectiNe CBE lessons. Furthermore,

small classes are typically taught infrequently, :thereby.

inconveniencing-students and-perhaps lowering total enrollment.

Once developed, a low enrollment, self-instructional class

might be quite'ine*pensive to deliver and may p'rov'ide high

,r-oyalties if other small institutions wish to offer the

course to their students. If cost effectiveness is-to be

achieved via time savings, one thould choose not only a-

Course where substantial time can he saved, but also a course

whose students-are being weld -paid for their time. .For AXam-

ple, the money earned by saving one hour of .an executive's

time probably pays for morehodhs of CBE tithe than does

saving one hour of a Clerk's time.

In, the situation of the impending loss of an irreplaceable

instructor, CBE may be able to Catch-his best mOMentt, most

thought-provoking problems, and most efficient teaching ttrat-

egiet--and do so far more- effectively than any other mediuM.

Travel expense& for continuing education, updates on new

technology, etc. can be redueed or eliminated by implementing

onsite continuing education (or refresher) -courses :v ia CBE.

In some professions, however, tript to take refresher courses

are treated more as vacations than as training sessiont., In

sucWcases, ,6 CBE replacement for these trips will not be

popular.
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Some testing situations requiee the, 'simultaneotic,teCting of
a, team of"students replace a 'truck _motor).. ',Bec,atise

above average students may compensate for weaker 'students,,,
individual competencies and weaknesses are difficult to find,,
eeWard, or correct,-; Such performance tests are typically
long, and expensive to -adMinistee- -arid difficult to. grade.
CBE Simulations Offer a Way to test for each student the
cognitive -Portiori-s of the task order of procedures) -,.
with less 'Cuing and prompting 'Present than with other media.

Training-_ in, safety and- safe- practices is often done, perfunc7-
torily:, -with no enthUSiO8m, and little effect In many nd-us_.=

tries.. Unicins and- government bodies -require -monthlY -safety
r. ineetings which are sometimes -More of a "nett periOd" than a

learning experience._ CBE. leSSOns offer the, possibility- of
_ simulatiOns fide procedural tasks- Which -include "built -in,,"

r-andoth -calathities to--be dealt with-. _ACcident Pre- vention can
result it the training can be ShOwn to have a- measurable
impact on daily peodedureS and,Peesonal behavior.

Calculations' -about -costeffeCtiveneSs must include all the
constraints and- conditions. A igOod, example of how- an over: -
simplified comparison -might produce misleading-results is

found in Lackman, (-1-975).- In Lackman'S -study, medical Simula-
tions were prepaeed, ih,both--PLATO 'CBE- torinat and as :paPer--
-anth.pencil exercises. When One Calculates the develOPment
Costs_ for the -simulations in each medium, one finds-, the CBE
format -costs 4.7 -times more and thuS appears to be the most
expensive._ However, -the, Simulations Were used by practicing

at convent ions, professional .meetings .and in formal
courses - - always with voluntary- participation. The actual use
of the PLATO CBE simulations was -found to, be 9- times _greater-
than that for _paper- and - pencil simulations. Hence, on a -"per
use_" basis,, -the development costs were only _half as much.. In
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a similar fashion, one must carefully consider :low best to

calculate cost/hobr_ for cpE materials. If one, spends. time to

improve a lesson by allowing students to complete the lesson

more-quickly, the change makes the,...ost/hour less favorable

even though the lesson is'better.

When, conaidering the cost effectiveness of CBE. to

.other -media or alternatives, Consider what optionS are actu-

ally available- For example, it -may be cheaper to use another

computer to do =some numerical integrations, .but if the other

computer is blocks away or offers:only overnight service-, a

cpE system with higher costs', but faster turnaround Might be

preferable. Likewise., Video tape- might be the most aPpropri-.

.ate medium for a. topic, but if you lack video equipment, CBE

animations might be the most cost=effective option OrailabIe.

It may be more cost-effective to write new courses using CBE

than to convert existing courses. This is particularly true

when substantial Capital costs for equipment; texts, rooms,

etc. haVe already been made. Even if a CRE-simulated' lab

is cheaPer and teaches better than actual lab experience; the

fact that the cost of existing lab equipment and Special class-

rooms has not yet been amortized may Mean that switching to

"CBE simulations is impractical.

Much of the time- savings arrived at' "bY converting a conVen-

tional lock-step, lecture-format class to- one which is com,.

puterbased are due to time saved through self-pacing. Some

opponents of CBE argue that only the Savings of CBE over and

above that for other- self - paced media can be considered when

calculating cost-effectiveness. However, the management

function of CBE is often the key to being able to implement

.ansi ,operate .a self-paced system. That is without CBE's-
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management. capability, would not be feasible in some

cases to 4eSign a. self-paced course using other cheaper

media.
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WHY USE k CBE SYSTEM LIKE PLATO?

The decision to use CBE, and- the -15LATO system in- -partio-,

may already have -been made when the site manager assumes

his duties. HeVertheless, it -May be prudent for the-manager
to review_ the decision. Below is a brief list of CharaOter-
isties- of the PLATO system which_ make it worth using.

-It is a- coMputeP, and dart 00 things, computers=
For example, it Can :store and process, data.: On

the ott er is not- .a general---,purpose cam=
puteri it has restricted database' operatiOn-S_ _and,
relatively slow input and output from terminals'.

It has a -uniqUely -powerful language for' -teaohing and

_perforMing other special :.functions.
TUTOR is. widely recogniied- and: imitated because
of its- POwerful features. Moreover ,_ it continues
to add, new:, useful -features_. However; -TUTOR-

programs are -not ,readily, transferable to other
computers.

The PLATO system is equipped` with a -unique graphics
terminal as an output devidez-.

The terminal and the auiliary: devices Which. can
be- attached to it offer a broad potential for=
nearly- any important 'kind -of interaction with
user. IloWever, -unless -the- training requires
these features and the lesson developers make

use of theii, the potential is_ wasted.
The communications network provided- by the PLATQ system-
is unmatched in terms of the breadth_ of -types of users
and -types Of in-for-Matto/1, communicated-.

Lessom writers can -not only -share courseware, b t
can co-develop lessons,.reView lessons during
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development, etc-. Nevertheless, there continues

to be-AbOlication-Of effort ,and Aissed-bppOtuni-

ties for inter -site communication-.,

The ability of the PLATO, terminal to_control ixternai

deVioesmakes it ideal for running psychology /education

-experiments.

StUdent interaction data related to edudatiOnal

goals can -be gathered rather automatically:

Timing-, fireSentation, of .graphic and` -other stimuli

can. be interactively .controlled..,

Both the hardware and softWare are designed so that_a

student can tegifi- to-uSLithe terminal after minutes -

,Of" Orientation., No eoMpUter jargon, proAramming!skilISr

or technical abilitieS are required.

-One-can-find somewhere,on another computer or in soMe

other medi,ut most of the features cited above (With, some

exceptions, Such-as -the-TUTOR- language). If only one- -of the

features is-needeC it can probably be obtained- more readily

or inexpensively alseWhere than the- PLATO system.- Bowev;e174

ens-of the great virtues of the PLATO system is the fact

tliat Aany useful faci=lities ,are Oailable froth:and:Integrated

into a Single dompdter system.

Some_AXVin:PleS' of these fruitful combinatiOns:

Computer - management of CAI and,off=line materials.

Realistic CBE simulations via graphics, databaSe, and,

ititerteetinal .communication featUret and- terminal

peripherals.

Powerful tebehinCSfi'ategieS involving sophisticated

-branching aigerithts, drill paradigms, computerized

diagnoSis Of student weekneSSes, and student control

Of sequending.
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coriferep4hg with immediate (teicephone-l;A(e) or
delayed (letter-iike) resporiseamong large

populations._
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CoNTINGENC'Y PLANNING

Taw laws are so invariant ,and-oft-quOted. as Murphy's:

.i4If anything can 0-Wrong, it will." Realizing- the Wide.

applicability of this law, it is only reasonable to construct

Contingency plans for some of the predictable crises-in the

life:of a CBE-site. aelow is, ,a list of likely-problems and

;Okausible alternatives.

The system or local site experiences a "down" period longer

than one class Period--as long as several days.

Teach conventionally in lecture format using lesson

authors as instructors.

Use hardcopy version of CBE lessons prepared before the

downtime period.

Postpone training.

testonprodUaticin-goels are notTlet, or substantial loss of

experienced personnel occurs.

If availf*Ole, hire expensive experienced- staff,

If time Termitsi train. new staff.

RedUce the scope of theproject.

Extend the term of the Project,

Hire =outside contractors to complete the deVelopment,

The student enrollment in target courses becomes so low,that

evaluation statistics will not be reliable-.

Extend- the project to- increase the sathple-

you are dividing the- students. into experimental and

control groups, make them ail experimental and use

previous classes for control.

Modify the materials- tP, teach a high-flow class.
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The student enrollment becomet so large that there are too.

Many, ttudentt to-Schedule, or access_tO terminal time-is

reduced so that sufficient terminal- time is not available.

Reduce the amount of authoring-wand-the number of

terminals devoted-to authoring.

Schedlile authoring fOr weekends-and evenings.

_"leach part -of the students conventionally.

Allow' students to self-schedule themselves during

non rpr" ime-#me

There it a persistent problem with -obtaining sufficient

cOmputer-ttOrage CS) for all student lessons.

Schedule-clastes so-that students are likely to be

sharin a lesson ECS. .Essentially thi8 means__

reduoing the telf=pade mod_ e and adopting a more- lock=

step- orien4ation,

If practical, invest the time of prograMMers to divide

Nery large lettont,.

The funding or ability to ,perform the project is suddenly`,

terminated.

Prepare hardcopy. versions off' all completed instruction.

Re-program the materials for other computers or rewrite

the materials for other media.

Although none of the potential alternatives is supplied

-With a caveat, each should be! Note also that-thit list is

far from-compete-. One of the- main purposes of these guide=

lines is to present e;iaMpes of situations, problems, and

alternatives. A more complete list of Contingencies would

,contain, optionsforwobleMs-with.poor quali=ty,-

problems, skeptical traditional instructors, etc-. The

manager of each- site should- -prepare -his owmlitt, and- if
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necessary, get it approved: Such advanced planning allows

for thoughtful procedures such as the "backwards implementa-

tion"- discussed in part I.
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GUIOELINES'FtOR CONSTRUCTING PROJECT 'TIMELINES

:One ,of the most important-problems encountered in

. 'planning and managing a- CBE site is- that of estimating the

zize of the StatranAthet6tal time needed to complete a

major` letson development effort. Sites frequently over -

,estimate their production efficiency or fail to --take account,

of .non - production tasks- and are thus unable tO complete the

intended-project. For that reason these_ guidelines-have

already-recommended that sites allow for "soft" _failures or

mays to detonsteate- success despite not achieving all
,

-original gpalt.

Although "soft"' faiiuret are, bettee than "hard" ones,

what is needed is a better basis for determining the thagni

tude-of the task and the productivity of the- staff. The)

ability to take accurate forecasts Wilt lower the frequency

and severity- of _mid -project adjustments and-reduce the

uncertainties of CBE courseware,leyelOpment.

The following Aiscutsiom assumes that CBE is -new--to-

nearly all staff members at a'Site, _(After a site's Staff

members have exp- er'ienc'e, they can thake, estimates by extrap-

olation, but during the planning stages of a site, ,no lessons

have- bean mritten. Yet this is the period when- the-'best

estimates are needed.-)

in- spite of the tact that local Situations create issues

which cannot -be answered by generalizations, we feel that

-we-have gleaned sOthe inSignt which can be used= im proje6t

planntng and managetent. fm order to- make the problems end-

constraints as realistic as .possible, we have _prepared_ the

following, example Of how NOT to use estimates of lesson

Production time tcy_plam a project_.
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'Project 'History of MNL

The- NeVerNeverLan& proiect staff read several reports

which ihdicated,that groups similar to theirs had. spent 250-

author-hourS tc write each hour -of leSson .material. The NNL

,project wished to -creae - hours- of CBE - material and calcu-

lated an author :working, 2000- hours- per year could &evelop

eight lessons. They thus requested and, received:authorize-

tiom to-'hire 13 staff for two- years. They were told: that if

:the evaluation- results mere good, the project would 'be- con --
.

All the authorS, -programmers, illustrators, and

technicians were working full time within three months after

the project started =, an& within si-x_ tonthS they :had learned

enough of the- authoring language to be . producing- lessons.

The tact-that the last three 'months- of the :project were

'Set aside for evaluation and Could not actually be used for

developMeht did not bother the project director because the

rate Of leSsom_prOduCtioh was faSter than the-aSSumed rate.

During the second quarter of the first year of the- project;

the average woduction time was 250- hours _pei--hourl -the

third qUarter, it was down to 150 hours per hour! Though

the= fully- operational lesSOh deVelopment period was to be

only 15 months (2.4- months minus months arriving_en&

,.getting trained minus- 3 month evaluation),-the_ -production

rate achieved at NNL seemed destined to be twice, as fast as

had= been predicted.

The project director-was surprised when the fourth

quarter. .production rate -rose to 175-hOurs per hour rather

than Continuing to decline _as he thought it would. Feeling

tTh authors had bedome a little too relaxed, he put- on the

,pressure to produce. Durihg the fifth quarter, it took an

average of 150 hours to produce each-one hour lesson, -but two

authors disliked the pressure and- quit.. With only six months
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left, .hiring Untrained staff was out of the question; instead'

tine experienced, but expensive, author was hired to-replace

the, two- who had quit-

Before the final evaluation. period began, several prob-

lema reared. The NNL project directdfl-s boss asked to see

some evaluation data. to showdepartment administratorS so

that the project could continue to be fUnded.-- The boss

underatoOd that the evaluation-Period-Thad hot-begun, 'bdt -he

needed some evidence- that the CBE syStemshauld be- kep, and

--he needed it before the end of the current contract. Be

would even be happy with lesson validation data., he said.

-Unfortunately, lesson validation data- was in, short

.supply: The project- director admitted- that the leSSOfiS Used

duei4 the evaluation-period: would include some which had not

been validated prior to the evaluation period (i.e-, they had

not yet teen shown to teach effectiVely), and some lesaons

whiCh were not- even: written yet but which 'hopefully would_ be

finished during the evaluation period, The was

caused by the fadt that only three Classes 41-year =Were_SChed-

'died Spring, and SuMmer). Most lessons were revised

twice before they- were Validated and,hence feW lessons

written during the second year had -had enough use to haVe

reached' their validation criterion, Most of the validated

lessons were those written the first year, when productioTi

-was slow and experience was minimal.

Lacking sufficient data on which- to base a decision, the

department was forced (rather unhappily) to grant the project

an extension for only a few months, Until-the evaluation

phase could be completed. The department was willing to con-

tinue the project, but needed evidence to justify that decis-,

ion to a budget-conscious administration.

During this extension period, the NNL staff divided

their time between running the evaluation and finding_ new
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jobs in more stable environments. Though- the evaldation

results were seemingly positive, only one class of students

was included in-,tbe evaluation, tample-(beCaUse'onlY three

classes started a year and- only one- could be run in', the three

modtht set .aside for evaluatio0. With such a small sample,

statistical tests had -only limited power to detect differences

in student performance. FUrthermorei some .skeptics said' -that

summer school students were-so atypical that the results

would.hot be-applicable to the students: in the other- sessions.

Faced With a depleted staff, positiye evaluation results,,

and _another _long training periot for new- staff, the depart-

,Ment funded. CBE 'support Tor contiTfued student operations and

lestom maintenance, but no more new' develOpment. Some

Members of the administration felt that the department -had

been used as a training ground for OBE authors; whcyleft for

better jobs after being trained-. Though thes acknowledged

'the student satisfaction and -the enhanced performance, they

dAscoUraged any new lesson development.

The reader shOuld be advised that although_ theta- Is no

NeverNeverLand site, the details- of this fictional account

are a composite of events from the case historiet of several

actual sites:

Let us examine the errors and misconceptions of the NNL

Staff in planning their project.

Post mortem Analysis

The story ended in the place where the planning- should

have started: the evaluation. After choosing objectives,

one should begin immediately to decide how to evaluate the

'project. Using "power analysis" techniques (Cohen, 1969),

one can determine the minimum number of subjects one needs

during the- summati -ve evaluation period to have a 'reasonable
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chance of detecting_ performance differences. That informa-

tion,: combined .with aver -age class- sizes, can_ be used to- deter-

mine_ the length Of the evaluation period, As NNL found out,

the need. 'for eValuatiOn data comes before the:- -.last day Of the

project. Because-final evaluations are usually not completed

before the end of the:projedt, it is .necessaryto,Collect-and

interpret some preliminary- data. That can come froM,the

formative developMent or Validation data or irseveral

Classes of students particiOate in the -evaluation. per'io'd",

from data from an early- claSS.

ASsume that power anal:Y,sis indICates that 1,00 = students

are needed' _for the. evaluation,. If claSses alteeaoka Stu-

-dents and:'-are taught three times per year. the entire final

yebr of the Project-will be needed to gather suMtativeAbto,

if the lessonSTeCuire two .revisions before validati=on, three

groups-of students must- Use:each-leSson, -thus adding perhaps

anoth#r yeaf! to the m'oject.. (.pecaue initial testini;and-

forMative evaluation can be cOnduoted-with- students, froth

other courses in many cases, the one-year NalidatiOn Period

can often be= shortened -.')

At the beginning-of a project; staff are learning about

the language and ,CBE-; lesSon developMent may be SloW for 4 to 6-

lonths. Using, the'assumptions above, one finds nearly 30

monthS are needed for training, validation -, and evaluation

alone, Development time must be added to the 30- -month sum.

Unless the validation or evaluation periods can be shortened:,

such a project must te more than three years in' length.

ProjeOts which- attempt tO perform summative evaluatiom

simultaneously with lesson validation have the folloWing_

problems. Sinde the lesson§ are ohariging-dUring, the eyalua-

tion period, the summative dbta collected are-not comparable.

Furthermore,, problems with -one lesson affect other lessons,

making detection and location of pedagogiCal stumbling bloOks

more difficult than if-the lesSOns.were'VbIidated individually.
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inclUdes. MoSt staff who- Prepare lessons also spend- tithe

reVising lessons, giving demotestrations, using_ the lessons

-toteacly, reviewing-lessons of other.- authors, constructing

routers, aiding,the-evaluation, and training new staff. Palf-

_Or more of the time of staff may .thus .he spent in dutiesmot
directlyTelated. to ieSsOn-prOdUOtion). That is why the NN4

seethed to be doing, so well. A rate of 250: hours- may

characterized the- entire Mill :projedt.e0ort (e.g., the-total

time dOnSutheld- by each-author during;a11:.stges of thepro-
ject divided by the output of the Project). Productiofi of

:first draft lessons -generally takes less than that -250 h-ourS

.per hour and certain- indiViduai lessons often-Can be pro-

grammed in- very much less time. -A further source of -cOnfusion

in Telierting, production rates is deciding- which author-SuOport

timetcyinclude. The time of programmers is Certainly inclUtht,

but should tithe for ,roctors,..secretaries, ilibStratarS,

and ,hardware repairmen also 'be counted?

'Courseware production times dam-be miSleading'for

Several reasons.- When: starting with. an inexperienced staff,

project director finds that the "learning curve"- reduces

product- ion --times quickly. The first lesSo6 each author

writes May take -600 hours to produce, the second 300, the

third 200-. furthermore--; each lesson. tends to improve-in

-quality-. The -production time seems destined to Continue

decreasing. Instead', three factors tend to ,make the produc-

tion time leVe1 off or even increase.

A major hurden for authors mid-way through- a project is

the increasing quantity of -data gathering, interpretation, and-

reviSion activities required. Initially an author has only

a few lesSonS to .revise-; he can spend- most of his time creat-

ing -new-lessons. There may be only a few-periods when there

are Students at an appropriate,place in their course to use

his lesSO6S. After a -year or so, the author must_devote a
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oonsiderable amount of his time to, revising and maintaining.

-existing{ lesadns and testing new ones.

A sea-on& factor fending to increase courseware produc-

tion time is the finding that the Olearning,curife" typically

shows, "SetbackS" Ulmer, ,perSonal oommunication) during whiCh

a new author may drop back to low production rates,: Avner

diabov,ered- that these plateaus usually happened, when the

authOr was perfecting :a new-instrUCtiohal technique, Each

new ,technique added to the repertoire of the ne4auth6r would

shOw. a "learning. _curve " of TT90qqtion efficiency aa,it was

applied to more and More lessons. Until an adequate reper.r

toire was developed' for the specific needa of-,the- aUthor!s

project, It was qUite common n-tO see' erratic shifts, of from 20

to '600hoUrs per -hour as an individUal authOr added and

eIploited ea011,1164 technique. Thareas, where a wide range of

techniques, ate,required, it took a year or more to develop .a

_repertoire adequate to make full. use of the Capabilities of

CBE-. However, once the repertoire was present, ekceedingly

efficient production :of effective-Material often- resulted.

Taking-into Consideratibn the atount of time needed -tb learn

these skills and the amount of effort often required of an

author for Other dUties, it is not realistic to eipect that

many one=hOur 1esOns will be produced by a nevi author in 17

hours--during a,3-year prOject,

'This need for training of users of -a medium should not

Ire-surprizing. Few would expect a grOup of novices -to make

effectiVeand efficient-use of even well- established media

such as film or videotape without a substantial period of

learning and practiCe. At- the same time -, it is easy to be

misled by the apparent ease with which a novice is able to

Orbduce first-draft materials in almost any mediuth (filM and

CBE included).

As-a project matures, its authors gain additional re=
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sponsibilities. When few lessons have been written, there

is very little need for routers,. for bookkeeping-about the

:names and locations s-of lessons, .and= -for seheduling and

proctoring claSsrooms full of stUdents. These activities_

are added. to the tasks of authoring, reviewing less-Ohs and;

preparing for the evaluation. These accuthulating duties act

as=a,thir& force to slow leSsen Production during project,

_ .maturity -

A final problem suggested by the NNL example is that

,estimateS of the Iv-MOP! of Crqvelopr*J1P,OPO stioUld:be adjust-

04 upward to allow for non - development staff such as proctors,

illustrators, repairmen; etc., These Staff maybe needed

only ,part "tame during limited phaSes otthe project. Their

Skills, are important), bUt one °cannot expect to-rAPlace deVel-

opMent staff with sUpPort.-Staff and Still meet the. Same pro-,

ductiom goalS.

A Cautionary Moteabout the *odue0on rate of 250

hours used in the NNL example is necessary. Several projects

haVe deriVed' or used a value- 'of 250-m300 -hours for overall

production time including training:,.eVisioh, etc. We can-

not. endorse- this or any other "rule of thumb" Value because

of the vast differences between sites and projects. In the

-earliest stages- of project-planning, it might- be reasonable

to estimate 300- hours per hour -of -material to approximate7"the

scope of a. project. After the scope- is eStablished the

objectives determined, and an evaluation, sketched out, one

-should request SeVeral independent CBE' consultants to refine

the ,plans and provide estimates Of project milestones-, staff

needs, and timelines. Providing rules for making.such--:

estimates is beyond the-purview of these guidelines. The

consultants -' estimates 'must be- ;.veri=fied during the first year

of the project, Observing the caveats.noted in this sect -ion-

-about the fiCkleneSs -of trends -.
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If it ;is .nOt poSSible, to 'obtain the :aid- of- a Oalified-
cO.nsUltant, you .should use very Conservative estithates._ .AVner

.personal communication) indicates -,thati. based on -a .Study of
27 new authors, one .could be -90% Confident that %' of a
'group of experienced teachers with -good- verbal, ,skills tall

./_e-re college gracit4tes) -Would be able tO-_pr_oduce- an 'hour of
material during their .fit Year in about 140- hoOrS or less.
of effort.. This estimate includes only minimal formative
Vâluattön. A. ruleof-thuMb,._baSe-d- on thete data-mOuld, thus

_suggest that a ,projeot with a one-year- lesson development
phase should allot no more than 5 hours of material, to each
new author during, the year -and =tnat 4- author* be pro:V.06d for
eery 15 hours -of material titr -be-prOd-uded.
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